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Abstract 

This case study focuses on the methodical revision and improvement of a distance 

education course with the goal of generating criticai refiectivity in both the educator's and 

the students' praaice. The fiterature review centers on the broader context and trends of 

using cntical thinking and reflection in adult education and in distance education; the 

various elements that can best facilitate critical thinking and reflectioq with a focus on 

distance education course design and teaching rnethods; and methods for evaluating 

critical thinking in university distance education courses. The case study itselfis based on 

extensive formative needs assessrnents. The results of these are described, as are the 

changes implemented on the basis of this needs assessment, in hopes of facilitahg critical 

thinking in students. The thesis concludes with the effects of these changes for the 

researcher's professional role and for creating opportunities for students to develop their 

cntical thuiking and reflective skills. Several recommendations are offered to distance 

educators who are planning to revise estabfished cornes and who wish to promote critical 

thinking and reflection among distance shidents. 
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INTRODUCTION TO FACILITATING CRITICAL THINKING AND 
REFLECTLON IN DISTANCE EDUCATION 

As a university distance educator for 12 years, 1 have sought numerous ways to 

improve my courses for students while tqhg to ensure that they learned the skills they 

need moa for their careers. My most pressing concern has been the argument that diaance 

education students do not engage M y  in the university experience and are subsequently at 

a disadvantage in learning important professional skiIIs, such as criticai thinking and 

critical reflection. Furthemore, like many academics, I was never trained in how to teach 

such skiils nor, especially, in how to design relevant distance education counes for doing 

so. 

Over the past decade, adult educaton have b e n  subjected to increasing demands 

among stakeholders in their programs to integrate critical thinking and critical reflection 

into their courses (se, for example, Brookfield, 1995). This demand is particularly 

challenging for distance educaton who work in contexts where many colleagues and 

administraton beiieve that distance education is fine for h a h g  students "parrot back" 

knowledge type information, but it is hadequate for teaching the process of thinking 

critically. Indeed, some argue that what is perceived as the rote learnhg approach of 

distance education may actudy prevent the development of critical thinking and refleaive 

skills Ui students (see Black 1992). This case study descriies my challenge in revishg and 

improving my courses to generate criticai refiectivity in both my own and my students' 

practice. 



1 work at a large, regional University in eastem Canada. The university serves both 

fidl and part-tirne students throughout the province. In distance education alone, there are 

approximately 10,000 single course registrations in close to 250 distance education 

courses in any given year. 

Since 1988, I have been teaching three courses in a distance education format. One 

of these courses is the "Anthropology and Sociology of Families." The fust half of the 

coune traces the anthropology of families over time and space, and the second half 

examines the sociology of modem North American (especially Canadian) families. This 

course is offered through the distance education department of my institution three times a 

year to a maximum of 50 students per semester. 1 generally have fÙU enrollment, with a 

few students dropping out through each semester. The majority of my distance education 

students are concurrently doing other distance or classroom-based courses at the 

university and many of them are fidl-tirne students. Distance education is no longer 

considered the milieu of part-the and special interest students alone. Moreover, although 

distance is implied, it is o h  not geographical. On average, about one third of my 

students live outside of the area where the university is located. The rest take my distance 

education course because they have scheduling, wo* or family conflicts with alternative 

classroorn courses. 1 speculate that few of these students are actudy seEdirected leamers 

who prefér a distance education mode. 

As 1 began reading about the role of reflection in adult education, I began to 

ponder how I might independentiy htegrate critical reflection into my course materiais and 
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process of teaching. 1 decided to assess the students' perceiveci and ascribed needs in that 

area and to revise my course accordingly. 1 dso decided to record my process as a case 

study that rnay be of interest to other distance educators facing sUnilar challenges. - 
My focus for this case study was how to design university distance education 

courses to better faciltate the developrnent of cnticai thinking and reflective sWs in 

participating students and in myself 1 needed to find out what cntical thinking and critical 

reflection are, what kinds of leamhg exercises for stimulating critical thinking are 

appropriate Ui distance education, and what other aspects of distance education courses 

are dm instrumental in helping -dents leam to thuik criticaily and reflectively. From this, 

1 examineci elements of course design which do or do not assist in the development of 

criticai thinking skills. 

In doïng this case study, 1 wanted to engage in more critical thinking and reflection 

myself- in response to the critique that distance education (and, by extension, the 

distance teacher) is inferior as a context for promoting cnticai reflectivity. Finally, 1 was 

interesteci in hding out whether academic concems over students' development of critical 

thinking skills while in university were shared by the students, themselves. 

In revishg my distance course7 1 had two main objectives: (a) to ensure that the 

distance students had the opporhinity and encouragement to develop their critical thinking 

skilis within the coursef and @) to improve my own criticai thinking and re£iectMty in my 

profdonal actîvities as a teacher. On the broader goal reported in this reported in this 
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thesis, my purpose was to examine what types of change in a distance course are useful in 

helping students to develop their critical thinking and critical reflection skills. By doing 

this, 1 hope to contribute to that body of adult education literature concerned with the 

teaching of these skills in a distance education format- 

Research Proce~g. Scope. and Limitations 

This case study very closely adheres to Cross and Steadman's (1996) mode1 of 

classroom research in that it was leamer-centered but teacher-directed, coilaborative in 

actively engaguig both teachers and students, context-specific, scholarly, practicai, and 

relevant. I began it in the faIl of 1997 with an extensive in situ needs assessment-a 

leamhg journal exercise-which I adrninistered again in the winter semester of 1998. 

Recogniring that the needs of other stakeholders had to be considered as weii, 1 developed 

other kinds of assessrnents for my course throughout 1998. EEectively, I ended up with 

seven separate evaluations, including a Literature review within the field of addt education; 

the findings of a curriculum review cornmittee struck by my department in 1998 (and on 

which 1 sat as a member); a series of professionai development activities offered through 

my institution that I participated in; a self-evaluation based on a journal1 kept throughout 

the research process; a summary of the summative evaiuation quesfiomaires of my corne 

that I had coiiected over the 10 years 1 had been teaching distance education courses up to 

that point; and various suggestions and feedback students have sent me over the years of 

my teaching informdy and formdy through manual insert questionnaires. Although 1 had 

occasionally considered comments and ideas f?om these sources before, 1 had never done 

so m such a methodical and meticdous manner as for this case study. 
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ui the winter and spring of 1999, I summarized and collated these various sources 

of needs and tabulateci the prirnary data from each accordkg to the categories that 

repeatedly came up. 1 then wrote an evaluation report of the findings which 1 used to 

assess my course overail and by each unit. This evaluation report was 35 pages long; 1 had 

origuially intended to use it as a mere beginning for my case study. However, the needs 

assessment became a major component of the case snidy. 

Substantial changes were made to my course on the basis of this ne& assessment 

throughout the summer and into the f d  of 1999.1 then evaiuated these changes in ternis 

of how well they compared to established adult education practice and to my own 

standards of effectiveness. 1 also had students do several informa1 evaluations of the 

changes via project work, web discussion, teleconferencing, and the cornputer network 

Listserv for the course during the winter of 2000. I Iooked for evidence of changes in 

students' critical thlliking skiils at dEerent points during the semester. For example, by 

enwuraging students to reflect and analyze (and by giving examples) in the earlier exams 

and discussion submissions, I began noticing marked irnprovements in their later 

submissions. 

This thesis lies within the area of critical thinking in the conte* of distance 

education It hcludes aspects of needs analysis, program planning, and the teaching of 

criticai thinking skilis by distance, with an emphasis on needs d y s i s .  DuMg the case 

study, which extended over seven semesten, a total of approxïmately 325 students 

enrolied in the course while I was revising and r e h g  the criticai thinking and reflectivity 

scope of the materiais and teaching process. These students were pharily fernale (about 
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85%), with close to 60% enroiled fidi-the at my institution Many were young women 

without children, though approximately 25% had famües and work to contend with dong 

with their university studies. Most lived in or around the urban a m  in which the university 

is located. 

During the process of this case study, 1 was faced with certain limitations kom its 

earliest stages. 1 began with completed manual insert questionnaires, learning journal 

exercises, sumrnative evaluation questionnaires, and my own assessments for aii three 

courses that I teach regularly. 1 had the initiai intention of revising aii three. However, due 

io various constraints, including the ,  1 realized 1 could do an adequate job of revising 

only one of the courses. I selected the "Anthropology and Sociology of Families" course 

for this case study because it was my longest ninning course and, as  the oldest, the one 

most in need of revision. 1 have kept the hundreds of pages of data for the other two 

courses, however, in case 1 might want to use these elsewhere. 

1 was limiteci in terms of collecting data for students' reactions to my course 

changes to my own observations of these reactions. At this point, time prohibited another 

extensive evduatioa In addition, during the £irst needs assessrnent of shidents' usage of 

critical thiaking skills, 1 found that students afiïrmed my prior observations, so 1 felt 

reiatively aswed that 1 could rely on my own assessments agah 1 also relied on my own 

judgement ofwhich aspects of the course changes were moa useful given student 

problerns or areas they found least chdenging. 



A s s u m ~ t i o n ~  

There were a few assumptions that 1 made throughout my case study: The most 

important of these was that the rnajority of distance education shidents want to learn skills 

such as cntical thinking and reflection. Although 1 still believe this to be me, 1 found that 

only about 10Y0 of my classes were willing to work through the optional assignments that 

were expressiy designed for this purpose and fewer stili identifid such leamhg as a need 

in my w e  study. 

1 assumeci that because the purposes of my study were to revise my current 

distance education course and for me to grow professiondy, the requirements of 

quantitative research methodologies were not relevant. Both my leanllng journal exercises 

and summative evaluation questionnaires were answered by self-selected students and 

were not, therefore, statistically reiiable. 1 gathered together and averaged the resdts of 

the summative evaluation questionnaires 1 had collecteci over several years of my teaching 

because only two or three students in each semester actually a e d  these out and sent them 

in. 1 felt secure in using these data because (a) the goal of my shidy was professional 

development rather than quantitative research, and @) the course design and my teaching 

methods did not Vary over this assessrnent period, although the readings in the course did 

occasionaüy change. 

Despite the ümits on generaiization, 1 assume that the summative evaiuation 

questionnaires and leaniing journal exercises were valid for my purposes. The leaming 

journal exercise was a graded assigmnent designeci to elicit critical thinking and reflection. 

In my opinion, the students were quite honest and articulate in th& answers. Most of the 
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leaming journal exercise questions were ofa qualitative nature, as were the latter five on 

the summative evaluation questionnaires. 

Definition of Tems 

As in any leaming activity, 1 found myseif defining and redefining my ternis several 

Mies throughout my study. in this section, 1 provide the definitions for these tenns that 

represent rny usage in this thesis. 

The working definition of çcitical th- . * 
that I h d y  found most usefiil is a 

composite of several interdependent feahires. These features include reflective skepticism, 

assumption checking, empathy, recognition of primary relationships deduction of 

patterns, inference and conclusion making &om data and information, and evaluation of 

the evidence or the pronouncements of othen (Cross & Steadman, 1996; Ennis, 1993; 

Grasha, 1996; Scriven & Paul, 1999; Terenzini, Springer, Pascarelle, & Nora, 1995). This 

definition was used in determining how my distance education courre could best be 

revised to rneet the goal of faciüating the development of criticai thinking skiils in 

distance education students. In contrast to Cross and Steadman's argument that critical 

thinking is a form of "male dorninated technical rationaiity'' (p. 193) that creates an 

adversarial environment, my focus was more on its cognitive aspects of solving problems, 

evaluating, and making connections. 

. . . . ntical reflectmty is also central to my goal ofimproving my adult education 

practice. Evans and Nation (1989) explain that &cal reflatMty in the practice of 

distance education is a reciprocai and intemoven process of reflection and action, in 

which reflection uitimately leads to changes in one's practices. 
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ReIated to this is fiansformative 1- or leaming in contexts where power 

structures are acknowledged and the learners' perspectives on meaning are changed 

through critical reflection (Mezirow, 1991). In the &ormation of my rneaning 

perspective, 1 engaged in the aspects of premise refiection identifid by Mezirow as 

critically considering (a) my presuppositions, @) the content and process of problem- 

solving that 1 use, and (c) how these presuppositions have helped to form my meaning 

perspectives. 1 was able to then cntically appraise my values and attitudes and how this 

appraisai could be used in the tmnsformation of my frameworks of meaning. Reflective 

learning is defined by MeProw as the confirmation, addition, and transformation of ways 

to interpret experience, which 1 have certauily engaged in throughout this case study. 

In contrast to critical thinking, criticai reflection, and transfomative leaming, 

. . 
ve stems fkom the realms of science and technology and presumes a 

concentration on only visible facts, realism, and objectiIication (Heidegger, 1966). 

Opponents of teaching distance education courses at the university level argue that areas 

of concentration can oniy engender calculative thinking (Black, 1992; Khy, 1993). 

Throughout this case study, 1 pradced Cross and Steadman's (1996) definition of 

-: 

TeachLig involves figuring out what leamers already know (including 
misconceptions about a given subject), bdding upon that existing knowledge, and 
helping learners make connections between new information and prior leamhg so 
that they can understand and retain new material. (p. 37) 

Teaching in distance education relies heaviiy on the structure of the course and 

materials, and on alternative forms of interaction with students. I had to look at course 
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design and developrnent, where there is a specific set of termkology. 1 placed myselfin 

the inr t$dod desiai camp, where there is an emphasis on the importance of a good 

course outline that covers content, arguments, and main themes; how topics relate to each 

other, where the tacher's emphasis is placed; and where the student might encounter 

dficufty. In the instructional design tradition, the course outline should also state the 

purpose and objectives of the course; the aims of the tacher, the amount of factual 

information that the student is expected to acquire; the time allocation for each unit; skills 

the student should have attained by course end; and the attitudinal changes that are 

expected in students @ick, 1995: Kelly, 1990; Schieman, 1990). According to Wagner 

and McCoombs (1995), and W i s  (l995), programs or courses based on instructional 

design are teacher-centered and objective-driven, with students following teachers' 

directives for success. 

Wagner and McCoombs (1995) argue that distance education is ultirnately more 

amenable to incorporating the psychological p~c ip les  of leamer-centeredness than is 

instructional design. Despite my instructional design tendencies, 1 too felt this to be true 

and in this case study 1 wanted to switch to a perspective which concedes 

varieci perspectives on an issue. Leamers then tdor  the5 study by using their own 

experiences to interpret material and develop a personal perspective. Ifneeded, this can be 

done dong with objective methods to demonstrate levels ofcompetency. According to 

Willis (1995)' constmctivism in learnllig occurs when one is reflecting on one's own 

dilemmas, such as a recent disorienthg experience. Learning is Mer mediated by 

leamers' interactions with the social world and the legitimacy granted to their absequent 



interpretations of that world. Such problem-based learning is becorning increasingly 

popular, although it is often ciBicuit to implement by distance (Brookfïeld, 1992; 

Mezirow, 1994; Saver & Duffy, 1995; Walker, 1985). It is also impiicitly aligneci with 

critical thinking and criticai reflection. 

ln constnictivist theory, learning is best achieved in a context. The 

Situateci context refers to the actual circumstance or area outside of the leamùig context 

where the skilis will be needed and practised. To reconstnict a situated context, all factors 

that play out in the "real world" are duplicated as closely as possible or the students leam 

in the real world context of where they wili eventudy apply their knowledge (McLeUan, 

1993). My own leaming for this degree was within a situated context. 

in contrast, $econtextualized leamhg occurs in an artifid environment, such as 

in university courses, where the Iearner focuses on selected knowledge and p~ciples  that 

are abstracted fiom the real world. 

FoUowing this introductory chapter, chapter 2 is a h t e r a ~ e  review in which I 

siîuate the theoretical framework for the study. 1 review how and why the teaching of 

aitical thinking and &tically reflective skills is problematic in univenity distance 

education courses. 1 look at the use of instructional design and consmictivism in 

developing distance education courses, and how these approaches c m  assist in creating a 

course that promotes critical thought in students. h a similar m e r ,  1 look at methods 

for teaching and evaiuating critical thiaking and critical reflection ia students, and whether 

or aot these are applicable in distance settings. 



Chapter 3 is a description of the procedures 1 went through in creating and 

implementing the case study. I discuss the various needs assessments cornpleted in the 

attempt to evaluate how to change rny course to promote critical thinking and reflection. 1 

review and analyze the changes 1 made to the course and the course manual and, fhaiiy, I 

assess these changes from my own and my students' points of view. 

Chapter 4 includes my analysis and interpretation of the results of the case study. 1 

discuss rny fmdings in light of my original purpose and the literature on course design and 

promothg critical thinking in distance education courses. Finally, 1 make 

recommendations for university distance educators who are faced with the dilemma of 

how to choose course designs, assignments, and elements of instruction, and 1 examine the 

possible influence that my case snidy may have on the development of distance education 

delivery practices. 



A REVllEW OF THE LITERATWW ON FACILITATING CRITICAL 
THINKJNG AND REIFLECTION BY DISTANCE EDUCATION 

One question posed in the current academic debate is whether distance education 

can be struchired to facilitate the development of criticai thinking and critical reflection in 

leamers (Black, 1992; Kirby, 1993). 1 use this literahire review to systematicaiiy address 

this debate. tn the fmt section, 1 examine the broader context and trends of using cntical 

thinking and reflection in addt education and in distance education. Then 1 consider 

various elements of the distance education teaching process that cm best facilitate critical 

thinking and reflection, including institutional and professional changes, distance education 

course design methods (e.g., instructional design or constructivism), and teaching 

methods. 1 conclude by looking at methods for evaiuating critical thinking in university 

distance education courses. 

of Tes- Cri t ia  Tb-d Refleetion Dis- * - 

Critical thinking and reflection are essential skills for leaniers in any contexts 

where the goals are social change or individual empowerment. ui this section, I briefiy 

look at two foundationd movements in addt education where critical thinking and 

reflection skills were promoted as tools for social change. 1 note how current adult 

educators continue in this tradition 1 then review the debate over teachiag criticai thinking 

and reflection in distance education. 



e Role of Citical 7'- and Refleetioa in Adult Educat 0 O .  ion 

Critical thinking and reflection have long been identifiai as key tools in adult 

education for stimulating social change. An early Canadian example of this was in the 

Antigonish Movement in Nova Scotia, 19 12- 1930, when founder Moses Coady advocated 

"real thinking" for the irnpoverished local fisherfolk so they could be fked fiom the 

oppression of a mercantile elite. Coady wanted the common people to be able to 

understand the market forces that had robbed them of their consumer and worker rights 

through obfuscation by the upper classes. Coady used the term real thinking synonymously 

with "scientific reasoning," but without the usual overtones of objectification. He refened 

to scientific reasoning as cr i t idy breaking down an issue or process into its component 

elements and then analyzing the effects of each component on daily life (Alexander, 1997; 

Coady, 1967) . 

Ln the critical thinking tradition, Coady (1967) recornmended a problern-solving 

approach in adult education in which the true issues confronthg the Iearner would be 

identifiai and ultimately resoived. Coady's vision for adult educators was to encourage 

real thinking by working within the cornmunity context as social activists. Their role was 

to attempt to change the passivity of community members by helping them leam the 

problem-solving process and how to work co-operatively. 

Another example of the use of critical thinkmg and reflection in adult education 

was in the South American popular education movement promoted by Paulo Freire fiom 

the 1940s through to the 1970s. Like Coady, Freire (1978) felt that education should not 

be used to bureaucratize or indoctrinate people. Instead, its purpose shodd be to help 
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workers and the oppressed develop a greater awareness of the exploitative processes by 

which they are denied their labor and consumer rights. In the Marxist philosophical 

tradition, Freire (1972) believed that social change could be engendered through adult 

education when leamers went through a coascientization process. In this, they wouid 

acquire a true consciousness of their situation through critical reflection. Also like Coady, 

Freire designeci a problem-posing technique of education to help learners find new ways of 

deahg with the most immediate issues confkonting them. ültimately, leamers would hone 

their critical thinking skills to the point of seeking solutions to their problems in social 

action. 

These concem over the thinking skills of working ciass learners have Xormed a 

great deal of current adult education theory and practice. For example, Freire's ( 1972) 

problem-posing technique has been promoted and rehed by Beder (199 1) and Cadena 

(199 1). Both Beder's transfomative research and Cadena's systematization involve 

learners' reflection on the context of reality and power structures, and their self- 

determination. The goals of fàcilitating critical thinking and reflection are still to solve 

relevant problems and to mate knowledge for social change, instead of creating 

knowledge for its own sake. 

Similady, Shor (1980) and Mezirow (1991) beliwe that critical thinking and 

reflection could be used for social transformation, though indirectly. These adult educators 

concentrate more on the transformation of the individual consciousness. In response to the 

critique that transfonnative leaniing is more a fom of modem hberalism than critical 

sociai intervention (Memam & CafikeIIa, 1991; Pietrykowskî, 1996), Mezirow (1 996) 
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argues that social transformations can occur through the collective development of similar 

individual interpretations of that reality. 

As a preluninary step in faciiitating conscientkation, which lads to transformative 

leanilag, Shor (1980) identifieci several interferences to critical thinking for his working 

class university students in New York. These inctuded: the aiienation h m  reflective 

processes that is created by the depersodization and machination of leanllng; a fdse 

consciousness through the reification of the cornmodity culture; the use of pre-scientific 

mystification to explain life; and the acceleration and fragmentation of social, educational, 

and personal life. Mezirow ( L 99 1, 1996) also believes that leamers and teachers had to 

overcorne such blocks to leaming through the use of reflection, problem-solving, and 

critical thinking. Mezirow's transfomative leaniing involves changes in the individual's 

meanhg schemes (attitudes, beiiefs, and concepts about specific matters) and meaning 

perspectives (general world views and thinkllig styles). 

Variations of these critical thinking goals have been adapted by many university 

adult educaton over the past few decades. For example, Savery and Du@ (1995), and 

Walker (1 985) address the issue of restricted, calcuiative thinking by promoting problem- 

based leaniing in which learning occurs when the snident is refiectùig on his or her own 

dilemmas and going beyond the university to imeract with the social world. 

Restricted and calculative thinkllig was identined by Habermas (1970, 1975) who 

believed that part of the agenda of the university is to provide an oppomuiity for 

individual tmdonnative learning by ensuring that graduates have critical thinking and 

refiection skilis. He deaies mass UIiIVersines as "knowledge fàctoriesn where courses are 



not clearly deked and the traditional examination process is more an assessrnent of 

memorization (restricted thinking) than of any other form of reasoning. Habermas, 

McKema (199 1 ), and Smith (1987) note that cunent ~16versit-y structures actudy restrict 

discourse by tnuicating the process in which students and teachers organize their own 

meanings and meaning perspectives, and by placing knowledge in a calculative framework 

designed to meet the rational goals of industry. 

Habermas ( 1979, Smith (1 987), McKenna ( 199 l), and Cruikshank (1995) point 

out that the effects of economic globalization, such as massive downsizing and job losses 

within universities and elsewhere, have had very negative effects on the educational 

process. Cruikshank points out that many adult educaton in universities perform 

retraining functions in an entrepreneurid spirit without much actuai govemment funding 

or planning to d d  with those displaced by financial downsizing. in the adult education 

tradition of prornoting social change through critical thinking and refiection, Cruikshank 

exhorts university adult educators to try to increase public awareness of the ideology and 

trends that are occurring and unveil the mystification surrounding the globalkation 

process. This "cal1 to arms" presems a particular dilemma for distance educaton that I 

briefly discuss below. 

t . . ren& ln Ihsmce w o n  at Unive- 

During the 1990s, econornic globalization Ied to demaads for greater cost 

efficiencies and cut-backs in hding at universities. Coamently, there was a huge 

increase in the use of distance education to deiiver courses and it has becorne inmeasingly 

popular among adminisaators and students in many universities across Canada (Selman, 
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Sehan, Cooke, & Dampier, 1998). For example, in my university department where this 

thesis study took place, the number of distance education courses graddy  increased fiom 

3 in 198 1 to 8 in 1989. This aumber mushroomed to 18 by 1998 (Distance Education 

Review Cornmittee, 1998). At the beginning of this period, ail of the distance education 

courses were taught by regular faculty members of the department. By 1998, only 22% of 

the distance courses were taught by regular facuky. As part of ecunomic downsinog, the 

remainder of the courses have been taught by contractual workers at other institutions or 

by independent sessional workers - dl of whom represent lower labor costs for the 

administration When combined with massive provincial and federal M i n g  cuts to post- 

secondary programs during the 1990s, these lower costs of distance education courses 

have sometirnes generated more revenues for the university than other foms of course 

delivery (Keast, 1997; Rumble, 1997; Selman et al., 1998). 

Another aspect of the globalization process has been the drive to incorporate new 

computerized technologies such as the hternet into teaching and to expand and diverse 

distance education courses (Xirby, 1993). However, even promoten k e  Keast (1997) 

have reservations about the introduction of new technoiogies when these involve 

expensive computer and Internet access upgrades and equipment that make them relatively 

inaccessible to students who camot aord or access the requirrd technology. 

Students are also hding distance education courses increasingiy attractive. In rny 

department, enrohents in distance education courses rose h m  approximately 100 per 

year in the eariy 1980s to over 2200 per year by 1996 (Distance Education Review 

Coainrittee, 1998). Traditionally, working and part-time students opted for distance 
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education courses because of th& flexibfity and accessibility (Evans & Nation, 1989; 

Keast, 1997). W~th such effects of globalkation as the increased o v e d  demand for 

retraining (Cnikshadq 1995) and a more episodic and individualized approach to leamhg 

among adult -dents in general (Kirby, 1993; Selman et al., 1998), distance education is 

now W g  new needs for adult -dents. 

Keast (1997) and Selman et al. (1998) point out that the rate of student 

participation in distance education courses in C m &  is increasing. According to Black 

(1992), this raises concems among university f d t y  over the quality and depth of the 

education and knowledge that students are receiving through distance education courses 

and programS. In my opinion, however, many distance educators agree with Cniikshank 

(1995) that they should stnve to engage their students in some form of conscientkation to 

help them deal with the individual effects of the globalization process. Critical thinking and 

reflection are important tools in this conscientization, and whether these can be taught at a 

distance is the issue for the next section, 

he Debate Over the T-ilitv of Cntical T h i n w n d  w t i o n  a u  Dis- . . . . . 

The debate over whether or not critical thinking skills can be developed in students 

is far fiom new or specific to adult distance educatioa Detractors often claim that criticai 

thinking and reflective skills cannot be taught, but Underbakke, Borg, & Peterson (1 993) 

note 1976 research in which fkst and second year sociology students neither inherited 

these skills nor acquired them by mere exposure to cntical thinking in the course material. 

The subjects had to be enculturated and Uitroduced to specinc thuikiig methods in class. 

Lewis and Smith (1993), Cross and Steadmiin (1996), Cadena (1991), and Grasha (1996) 
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argue that critical thinking and reflection are teachable sMs that should be a part of any 

course content. The argument over the teachability of these skiUs seems to raise even 

more debate when university distance education courses are at issue. Detractors believe 

that the structure and historical foundation of distance education in instructional design 

presumes and tàcilitates calculative thinking in that teachers must overtly state (and in 

dohg sc, re@) texts modules, objectives of leanllng, and so on (Evans & Nation, 1989). 

Haughey (1991), for ex am pl^ points out that the role of the educator is to ensure 

dialogue arnong the leamers, knowledge, and the social world, and that this dialogue is 

constrained by the systematic nature of distance education. She maintains that much 

available distance education material engenders rote leaniing and memorization, where 

success is gaged according to pre-specified objectives. Haughey takes steps to address this 

probtem but she points out that distance education is stiil considered by many to be an 

"instant education7'(p. 13). 

Baird (1995), Black (1992), and Kkby (1993) all note that distance education 

courses have long been regarded as Serior to campus-based courses by both faculty and 

administrators. In Black's sample of 670 faculty members at the University of British 

Columbia, the primary conceni of non-supporters of distance education was that 

educational quality &ers when teaching and leaming are temporally and spatiaiiy 

separated. These fàcuIty members defined quality by the interactive and discursive aspects 

of the course, by the level oftechnology present, and by the course and program content. 

As in Kirby's (1993) study, they stressed the importance of the on-campus expenence for 

a univerSay education. 



Overail, Black (1 992) found that faculty were rnost supportive of individual 

distance education courses at the undergraduate level. The rnajonty did not support entire 

undergraduate programs or graduate levei courses and programs through distance 

education. Interestingly, Black found that distance education supporters envisioned the 

university as an institution for mass education, whereas those who opposed it cunsidered 

university education to be an eiite privilege, though they often apologized for this opinion. 

In response to this, Kirby (1993) and Giiiard (1993) argue that distance education 

courses are no more or less infenor than those on-campus courses that are mass-delivered 

to classes of200 or more students at a tirne, or courses that are poorly taught to srnalier 

classes. Gillard ( 1 993) takes this argument a step further by highlighting the comparative 

disadvantages of "live" leamhg fiom the student's perspective. in live classes, there is 

more direct institutional control and l e c t u ~ g  can be both r e w g  and Iegitirnating of the 

aatus quo. The spacial dynamics of the professor-student relationship is alienating and 

teaching is usually instmctor-centered. 

According to Ward (1993), distance education courses reflect student needs to a 

greater extent in that the texts, materials, and entire courses are usually wel-organized 

with good design and educational principles. Objectives are expl.int rather than implicit (as 

in many okcampus courses) and the technical aspects of the presentation of matenal are 

important. In fact, on-campus instmaon often draw on time-honored distance education 

practices like using outline, advance organlers, audio-visual aids, and pre- and post-tests. 

Gillard points out that 



Learning in distance education is supervised but not invigilated, organized but not 
controiied, student-centered but not anarchic. The context ... is provided by the 
course, the unit, the program of study, the book, the study guide, but it is also 
capable of gesturiag towards the situation of independent lemers - whether they 
sit in classrooms or not. (p. 194) 

Because it has these charactenstics, proponents üke Evans. King, and Nuaan (1993) 

maintain that distance education rnay even be a better way to facilitate cntical thinking and 

reflection skills in students. 

Gillard (1993), Kirby (19931, and Evans and Nation (1989) point out that the 

a m a l  saucture of distance education has a cornplex and changing effect in defining 

educational practise and experience. For Evans and Nation (1989), one new role of 

distance educaton working with computerized technologies is to help students (a) l e m  

how to navigate through the rems of information now avaiiable to them, (b) recognize 

and define howledge and power, and (c) lem self -direction. These are all goals of 

criticai thinking and critical reflection. Evans and Nation see technology and distance 

education as elements that incorporate human agency-rather than something imposed on 

the educational process-and distance learners are considered wilful participants in this 

process. Distance education technologies are becoming more accessible to midents and 

faculty alike, and have the potential for as much or more dialogue and interaction as on- 

campus courses. 

Settiw the Context for Teachiu Cnhal  Tb- and R e f t e e t i o n j  . . . . 

As a concept, teaching critical thinlang and critical refiection by distance seems 

very abstract and subjective, a situation which many educators find daunting. Such 
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teaching requires proactive institutional changes as weii as changes in the professional 

practices of the educators. 

Institutional C u  

Promothg critical thinking and cntical reflection begins with institutional 

development because the abilities of facuity and staff to assia individuals are constrained 

by institutional demands and the availability of resources (Franklin, 1995). Baziliion and 

Braun (1992), Keast (1997), Naylor, Cowie, and Stevenson (1 WO), and Phillips (1995) 

point to necessary institutional changes such as providing (a) more support services for 

distance education students and faculty who need to upgrade their prerequisite skills, (b) 

greater access to iibrary and media resources, (c) money and time for professionai 

development to l e m  how to adapt critical teaching methods and various media to a 

distance delivery mode, and (d) money and time for course reconfiguration. 

CafFareila (1 994) advocates identifjing program goals-nich as the promotion of 

criticai thinkllig and critical reflection-before stahg. Naylor, Cowie, and Stevenson 

(1990) recornmend that institutions provide the space and fùnding for correspondence 

feedback based on formative evduation during the subsequent design of nich courses and 

program, and for interactive monitoring by both students and tuton. 

Institutions define the serting for professional development and interaction that 

dtimately affects the student. Brooffieid (1995) and Smith (1997) emphasize the need for 

more open and less censorious coliaboration in teaching, noting that most institutions 

overemphasire the isolation of the individual teacher. Smith points out that teaching is not 

undervahieci at the institutional Ievei but it is treated "in a way which removes it from the 



'comrnunity of scholars7"(p. 4). Such a clirnate dissuades rnany teachers fiom assessing 

themselves or f?om even discussing teaching methods and strategies with coilagues. 

Brookaield advocates that institutions adopt a reward syaem for criticaily reflective 

teachuig, possibly based on portfolios in which teachers assess themselves and their 

mistakes. Baiocco and DeWaters (1998) advocate that institutions recognize teaching 

excellence based on the character, knowledge, and actions of the instnictors and the 

responses of students. Smith, and Cross and Steadrnan (1 996) argue that the various 

stakeholders in higher education-including teachers-mut work towards the 

professionalization of teaching by recogninng and promoting the scholarship of teaching. 

Such scholarship would promote the discovery, integration, and application of new ideas 

and strategies. 

These recommended transformations of institutional structures can set the context 

for the promotion of critical thinking and critical reflection at ail academic levels. Such 

institutional changes could provide a foundation for further development in the practice of 

distance educators. 

in Educators' Practice . 

Brookneld (19861, Cafheila (1994), Knox and Associates (1989), and Wolcott 

(1995) aii clairn that the most important things educaton can do to support the 

development of critical thinking and reflection in students is (a) model these behavioa, 

and @) refiect on leamen' needs. 

One way educators can model critical thinking and reflection is to criticaily 

waluate their own professional practices. CaffareIIa (1994) and VeUa (1994) point out 



that a most important fist step is to do an assessment of both program content and 

students' leaming needs. Needs assessment is fiequently advocated but it is aiso one of the 

least utilued tools in adult and continuhg educatîon, according to Galbraith, Sisco, and 

GugIielmino (1997). Galbraith et al. and Wlodkowski (1999) join CafkeUa in noting that 

the implication ofa needs assessment is too ofien a deficiency in either program or 

leamers w hich might dissuade educators. The authon advocate focushg on interests and 

goals, as weii as perceived needs, in deciding how to change educational content and 

practices. 

Cline and Seibert ( 1 993), and CafEarella (1 994) see needs and interest assessments 

as involving at kast three stages: close planning, g a t h e ~ g  data, and the analysis of the 

data. Naylor, Cowie, and Stevenson ( l990), Galbraith et ai. ( 1997)' and CaEareIla have 

developed rnodels of needs assessment that include gathering data from leamers and 

educators through quaiitative, open-ended questions that elicit more meaningful and 

critical assessments. Such needs and interest assessments are then used to develop course 

and program content. 

Galbraith et al. (1997) also recornrnend the use of both leamer and advisory 

groups in conduchg needs and interest assessment. Pearce (1 995) notes that educators, 

themselves, should contribute their own uiformd assessments that are based on their tacit 

knowledge and expertise. To determine whether their programs are of value, reflective 

educators begin by ewmining their own values and philosophies of instruction. They use 

their professionai judgernent and the program requirements to ascertain the reasons for 



proceedhg with the program and whether or not a m e r  needs assessrnent will be 

necessary. Ifit is, they then tuni to leamers to consmict a wider needs assessment. 

Adult education research has found that students pose several needs in relation to 

leamhg critical thinkUig and critical reflection skills. For example, Franklùi (1995) 

concludes that the individual student's background traits, level of interaction with facdty 

and peers, and quaiity of effort are crucial to perceived cognitive development. For 

Franklin, the educator's role in stimulaihg cognitive developrnent is to encourage midents 

to (a) focus on how to benefit &om their college experience using their own skills, 

(b) evaluate their own leaming and cognitive growth, (c) raise their low self-predictions, 

(d) irnrnerse themselves in the coilege expenence and its acadernic pursuits, and (e) 

recognize that they are ultimately responsible for their own learning and cognitive 

development. 

Terenzini, Springer, Pascarelle, and Nora (1995) discovered several factors in the 

development of critical thinking arnong on-campus students, including the joint effect of 

in-class factors, overaii class climate and the instnictor's behaviours; out-of class 

exteriences; and the curriculum, volume, and interrelationship of the courses taken. In 

Terenzini et aL's study, critical thinking was enhanced by the number of hours spent 

shidying and the number ofextranimcular books read, both of which cm be encourageci 

at a distance as weii as on-campus. Critical thinking was negatively related to peer 

support, which tends to ficilitate consensus building and which is more prevalent on- 

campus than in distance ducation courses. 



For Brookfield (1986, 1992) and Haughey (1991), critical teaching entails 

(a) clearly explainhg the activities to occur, @) defining the general purposes of the field 

and the materiai, (c) formulahg a viable set of criteria for judging the effectiveness of 

practitioner efforts, and (d) invithg students to exchange ideas on how to improve the 

course. 

Distance educators must also look at how their own role as a distance educator is 

related to the overall structure of the course or program and how it affects student 

leamhg (Granger & Benke, 1995). Haughey (1991), and Baiocco and DeWaters (1998) 

point out that the role of the tutor is to pose questions and to encourage reflection among 

students by advocating more interaction with other students and criticai refiection on the 

world at large. In contrast, Grasha (1  996) emphasizes that students should be encourageci 

to work independently . He stresses the facilitator and delegator roles of teachen. 

Baiocco and DeWaten (1998) note that university educators are rarely formaliy 

trained in how to teach but instead endure a "baptism by £irey' in the traditional academic 

world. Cntical reflectîon is an important tool in professional development for educators 

who benefit by examining their own tacit knowledge and premises of how the educational 

process should proceed. They also benefit by acknowledging their personal value systems 

which affect and are affecteci by the multiple responsibiïties that accrue with the work 

(Brockett, 1988; Pearce, 1995; Pratt, 1992). 

For Smythe (1989) and Brookfield (1995), reflection can ody becorne active and 

reflexive when it enters the realrn of social discourse, Educators who coilaborate with 

others must leam to artidate, clarify, and co&om their own values and memhgs. This 
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clarification process can further tmnsfonn their practice of teaching if reflection leads to 

reflexive action which shifts to questions beyond the best way to teach. Brookfield (1990, 

1995) and Ewert (1994) argue that educators wiU understand the leaming process and the 

concept of transfomative leaniing better when they reflect on their own recent l e d g  

events. They can then use this knowledge to (a) ask good questions of students that 

stimulate reflection, and (b) help students articulate what they have discovered through 

their own obsewations and reflections. 

Evans, King, and N u m  (1993) give an excelient example of why such discourse, 

critical reflection, and clarity are essential in coiiaborative projects in an adult education 

course on reflection that they had johtly constnicted. In their example, Evans, King, and 

Nunan noted that the reflective exercises initially foundered because students were not 

given enough âirection in how to derive meaning fkom their reflections and they were used 

to more prescnptive leaniing than was considered appropriate at the master's degree ievel. 

The roles of both the adult educator and the institution, then, are crucial in helping 

students develop ai t ica i  thinking and critical reflection skiîîs. Just as influentid is the 

design of the distance education course. 

Des& Facto= 

The structure of distance education courses can widely Vary and different design 

formats produce very Merent student outcomes. According to OyReilly (1991), distance 

education by independent study is quite adaptable to the teachhg of critical thinking and 

critical reflection processes. During independent study students usudy create their own 

1e-g plans, complete with the resources they need, th& modes of study, and the 
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methods of final assesment. He points out that independent study, however, contrasts 

with traditional distance education courses which are usuaiiy constituted &om pre- 

packaged, modular-based and "closed" forms of education and evaluation of students. 

O'Reiiiy describes how elements of independent study can be built into traditional counes, 

particuiariy around project work, student se6evaluation, and educaton modeiing cntical 

reflection by reflecting on their own practices. A major part of this perspective evolves 

from the distinction between instructional design and constructive approaches. 

For Wagner and McCoombs (1995), the challenge to distance educators is to 

switch &om objectivist instructional design, where students simply follow linear directions 

to success, to a constructivist orientation., where there are varied perspectives on an issue. 

Leamers then tailor their study by using their own experiences to interpret material and 

thereby construct their o m  knowledge. If needed, this can be done dong with objective 

methods to demonstrate levels of competency. 

In the instructional design tradition, Keiiy (1990) and Dick (1995) explain that 

course aeation begins with a ne& assessrnent based on student characteristics, 

geographical distribution, projected class demand, and access to technology. Keliy and 

Schieman (1990) stress the importance of a good course outhe. Baiocco and DeWaters 

(1998), and Burge and Roberts (1998) cite empirical studies where students leamed best 

through instructional strategies that provide (a) the conte* of the field as a guide, (b) 

opportunities for students to reheane and practice their knowledge, and (c) feedback to 

students through evaluation 
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The transfer or adaptation of reflective and constnictivist techniques to a distance 

mode of delivery often hvolves changing materials and materials production. Fames 

(1 993) and Raggatt (1993) both look at the production of distance education materials 

according to whether they incorporate "Fordist" (instructional design) or "post-Fordist 

(cowtmctivist) methods. Fordist production incorporates instmctional design methods 

that center on the quality of the materials and on controhg costs through labor 

management. Raggan maintains that this approach works for long-term, core cumcula 

courses but it does not provide distance education materials that respond to current 

professional and institutional demands in areas of high change and specializeâ ne&. 

For Raggatt (1993), post-Fordist methods emphasize 'Tust-in-they' design, 

contractuig out, and lower inventory costs in that less material is produced for a shoner 

term. These courses are more amenable to shorter production runs for specialized groups 

of -dents, demands for a wider variety of courses, and the incorporation of flexible 

automation (e.g., use of desk-top publishing). AU designers and educators must undergo 

substantial training in the new technologies. 

Fames (1993) d s  for an educational restnicturing that draws on post-Fordist 

methods and the use of new technologies to support autonomous and flexible ieaming for 

everyone. Raggatt (1993) acknowledges that there is a mix of industrial design (Fordist) 

and constnictivist (poa-Fordia) approaches used in the design of high quaiity distance 

education cornes at rnany universities. He argues that this mixed approach is viable if 

there continues to be a number of high vohune, stable courses which "provide econornies 

of scale through long production nrnsn (p. 30). 



ombinin~ Features of Both 

The rnixed production approach is now widely accepted as critical in the 

development of distance education courses. Indeed, some instructional design techniques, 

such as sequencing, are stili crucial in teaching critical thinking and critical reflection skills 

@uffy & Jones, 1995; Lahey, 1996; W q  1993). As Dick (1995) and Schieman (1 990) 

point out, learners cannot think "critically'' before they have been instructed in the 

requisite preIiminary skills. However, qualitative constructivist research on how students 

experience sequencing, such as Taylor's (1 989) process mode1 of selfdirected learning 

and Du@ and Jones' analysis of the rhythrns of learning, have augmented instructional 

design by pointing out when midents are in a disorienting, exploratory, or reflective and 

synthesis stages of leaming. 

Dick (1995) maintains that distance leamers can incorporate non-linear 

constnictivist practises and vary their progress if they wish. He cautions, however, that 

learners may actudy be disadvantaged by consmictivist design because they have little 

knowledge to start with in the field, although he does believe that learner input and 

instnicton' ernpathy with lemers is importarit. Dick emphasizes that too much 

'%reativity" in course production and delivery can actively obscure the information or the 

message. He concludes that the judicious use of some constnicthrist principles can be 

advantageous but instructional designers shouid meet the conditions for facilitating 

creative instruction by basing their designs on client criteria, providing a supportive 

climate for creative applications and participatory design, and implementing new 

t ethnologies. 
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Despite the fact that instructional design techniques have proven usettl to both 

students and instnicton in distance education, standardization has often been considered 

antitheticd to critical and reflective thought. For example, Juler (1990) points out that 

distance education leamers are dependent and subordinate to the printed text, and there is 

a jack of student interaction to stimulate discourse with the course ideas and within the 

world at large. According to Mer, over-processed course materials, such as study guides 

and printed notes, can replace the essentially interactive act of note-taking which involves 

student s even during a monologue. As he explains: "Distance education typicaily aiiocates 

little power or space to students to create their own discourses within a curriculum, 

therefore they may have littie option but to conform to a substantial degree or fail" 

(p. 248). 

Using a conmctivia critique, Evans and Nation (1989), Smith (1987), and Janris 

(1985) maintain that texts signify power relations as well as educational knowledge and 

should be analyzed in terms of how they subordhate students and reproduce power 

relations berneen students and teachers. This power relationship is dinicult to avoid 

because texts are the prirnary tools of the distance educator and a certain amount of 

tacher direction is unavoidable. Thus Juler (1990) and Robinson (1994) caution that 

insmicton mua choose the course texts carefirlly and must look at the texts' ability to 

foster discome instead of subordinating the student to the text ideas. Freeman (199 1), 

James and Gardner (1995), and Berge (1996) focus on the texts and content in distance 

education courses, recommending small units, an easy-to-follow study guide, clear unit 

objectives, and provisions for practice and self-reflectioa 



Haughey (1991) and Jarvis (1985) critique the use of objectives in distance 

education matenals. As they argue7 objectives stem from a behaviorist approach to 

education and are tied to measurable levels of success; constnictivists consider course 

objectives inadquate in promoting or measuring significant leaming where the student is 

engaged with, and transformed by, his or her educational experiences. Objectives are 

purported to inhibit critical thought and interaction with the texts, either within or beyond 

the course. In this argument, objectives minimize discussion in their impiicit assertion that 

only experts can speak. 

To test this argument, Jegede, Wallington, and Nandu (1995) surveyed the use and 

expectations of course objectives among 297 Austraiian distance education students. They 

found that 50% of the students they surveyed always read the objectives and 6 1% used 

them at exam the. About 60% of the students used objectives as a guide or to messure 

their own understanding of the matenal; 45% considerd objectives to be minimal 

expectations; 85% saw them as an outline of the content; 33% expected objectives to 

motivate them or to be used to evaluate own progress; 38% felt that the objectives 

enhanceci th& abiiities; 61% wanted objectives at the beginning, middie, and end of the 

units; and 70% wanted objectives supplemented or replaceci by other guides such as 

graphic organizers or concept maps. Among the same students, 93% expected objectives 

to state achievable goals and relate to the content of the course, 70% did want to set 

their own objectives7 and 83% felt that objectives were necessary. The longer students 

were enroiied in a course, the more they Ued the objectives, which Ied the authon to 
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speculate that students become less seIf-directed and need more guidance as theu program 

progresses. 

Jegede et al. (1995) conclude that learning objectives are usefid to students as a 

guide but they cannot masure the construction of leamhg and knowledge through 

discourse. They aiso found that isolated distance education students did not generally feel 

that objectives stimdated them to their fullest potential, but they did need guidance to be 

able to engage with the materials beyond a shailow understanding, particularly when they 

had other pursuits to foiiow and a minimum of time to devote to studying. 

Educationai objectives are stiii profoundly important in course development. 

However, Fan and Schaefer (1993) caution that objectives should be carefùlly matched to 

teaching methods and to the media being used in distance education delivery. They 

maintain that a mix of media and objectives is preferable for most distance education 

courses that seek to (a) transmit information, @) teach procedures, (c) teach concepts and 

pri.n"ples, and (d) develop appropriate values and attitudes. 

Mer constnictivist strategies that provide a basis for facilitating critical and 

reflective thinking skills include James and Gardner's (1995) "diagnostic and prescriptive 

process to assign participants alternative tracks or instructionai sequences" (pp. 28-29). 

Evans and Nation (1989) maintain that these strategies must involve greater collaboration 

through critical rdection. To t h i s  end, Potts (1998) suggests a type of student 

apprenticeship whereby students provide the visual aids or find the problem in a r d  life 

situation Wm (1993) uses situaîed learning experiences to ensure that shidents constnict 

authentic leamhg adwities and knowledge within their own experiences and learnhg 



situations-such as have historically occurred in university CO-operative programs in 

engineering and sociology, which traditiondy have used the techniques of anchored 

instruction and apprenticing students as experts. 

To conclude this section, instructional design can be adapted to include student- 

centereâness and to progress tiom the rote memorization of the texts. The problem that 

distance educators face is how to go beyond the mere recognition of links between 

experience and critical analysis. In the foliowing section, 1 look at the teaching methods 

that can incorporated in distance education courses to this end. 

Teachine Methods 

Teaching methods can be as varied as the educators who use them. However. as 

Grasha ( 1996) notes, most university adult educators learn to teach primarily through 

observation. This observation is usually of the method of lecturing, which has long been 

considered the pnmary means for imparting knowledge at the university level. in this 

section, I consider teaching rnethods for iive classroorns, whether and how these can be 

transferred to distance education, and the role of communications technologies in 

widening the scope of teaching methods available to distance educatots. 

d Reflecti~n 

Most literature on the practical application of teaching critical thinking and critical 

reflection focuses on classroom and smd group techniques (e-g., Brookfïeld 1986, 1990, 

1995; Shor 1980). Cross and Steadmsui (1996) and Brooffield (1992) discuss cognitive 

teaching strategies that focus on grnerative study skiUs (leamhg how to generate 



questions or summarize lectures), rehead and elaboration techniques, organization, 

comprehension monitoring, and resource management. 

Brookfield (1992) stimulates reflective thought in students by hahg them 

progress tiom a scenario analysis through modified role reversai, taking the opposing 

view to research and debate, cnsis decision sunulations, to the cntical incidents exercise. 

Underbakke et al. (1993) and Potts (1998) similarly advocate having students solve 

interpersonal problems by understanding and assuming the perspectives of the other, by 

i d e n m g  the source of codict and conside~g solutions, and by negotiating 

compromise. 

As part of their nested mode1 of instruction, Fogarty and McTighe (1993) 

inventory critical thinking and critical reflection skiiis, as does Ennis (1 993) who generates 

an "interdependent lia of abilities and dispositions [which] can provide some specificity 

for guiding critical thinking testing" (p. 180). The cntical thinking inventories of these 

professon include: evaluating sources, experiments, and arguments; c lasswg and 

priontinng; c o m p a ~ g  and cl-g issues and events; drawing conclusions; and 

i d e n m g  assumptions and bises. 

Another example of the basic pinciples of teaching criticai thinkiag and reflection 

can be found in Underbakke et al. (1 993). They maintain that student verbaiization of 

variables, hypotheses, why tests should be conducteci in a certain manner, and the 

problem-solving process increases shident fiexiiility (using the methods of critical thinkllig 

across disciplines) and student awareness (the ability to monitor one's own thinking 

processes, hande the material, and work within one's capability). Underbakke et al. 
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advocate having -dents develop hypotheses; assess arguments and research data; and 

engage in probabilistic thuiking, whereby they must predict an outcorne based on partial 

information. Students need to recognize what information is lacking, how to get it or 

whether it will ever be avdable, and whether a prediction cm be made. 

The teacher's role is important here. The ideal role of adult educaton for 

Cruikshank ( 1 995) and Pietrykowski ( 1996) is to promote critical thinkuig and critical 

reflection by assisting students to çee how a body of knowledge produces power relations. 

Smith (1 987) explains that educaton can help learners deconstmct knowledge by 

developing criticai sEUs in media and consumer literacy, or by revealing the implications 

of male-biassed discourse and power in the iives of leamers and practitioners. For Daloz 

(1999), the teacher's role should be one of mentor who assists students in developing their 

critically reflective thinking skills. For Savery and Dutfy ( 1999, the teacher role models 

metacognitive thinking by askhg probing questions, chailenging mident thinking, asking 

for clarification and its impiications, and so on. 

To promote critical thinking, WIM (1993) directs educators to (a) teach 

transferable knowledge and skills, (b) pay attention to teaching skills that cut across 

problem-so1ving situations and develop Uiferentiial reasoning, and (c) design materials for 

metacognitive skills and flexibility so that instruction can change as needed and learners 

cm comtruct their own leamhg situations. He advocates a compromise between 

instructional design techniques and situated Ieaming principles, whereby students bring 

real-Me situations into the classrooa 
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Building a class climate for thoughtfiilness involves developing a fiamework for 

teaching and applying critical thinking and critical reflection s a s  in teaching (Brookfïeld., 

1990; Fogarty & McTighe, 1993). This entails that instructors facilitate and role mode1 

learning in a transactional manner and that they avoid simply acting as a tnuisrnitter of 

knowledge (lansey, 1994). They must idente and use cntical thinking and critical 

reflection skias while teaching cmicuia content ifstudents are to truly learn these skills 

(Brooffield; Underbakke et al., 1993). Cyrs (1997) maintains that these techniques are not 

easily transferred to distance education coune planning or delivery, especialiy with 

demands for the use of new technologies, but at least some of the basic principles of this 

teaching can form a foundation for developing new techniques. 

mblems With T- These Methods to Distance Formatg 

In transforming classroorn techniques to distance education, Halpern and 

Associates (1994), Potts (1 998), and Cyrs (1997) look at teaching distance learners how 

to be more criticai, effective, and able to assess their own leaming through the traditional 

methods of inque and questioning, problem-solving, and co-operative leaniing. In the 

constnictivist tradition of having students reflect on their own dilemmas to encourage 

critical thuiking and reflection, Brooffield (1995) suggeas the use of autobiographies, 

leaming journals, the criticd incident questionnaire, evaiuations from the students' 

perspectives, and critical conversations, which can al l  be adapted on a practical level in 

distance education. 

Bazülion and Braun (1992) brought students "back to the basics" of criticai 

thinking in their vexy successfbi field test of a bibliographie instruction program They 



gave students directives on how to (a) do iiirary research at a distance, @) interpret 

bibliographie data, (c) aitically evaluate materials, (d) ask the right questions at the right 

the,  and (e) expand or narrow a search to develop a research focus. Modra (1989) 

sùnilarty drew on the basics in her distance education course by having students do 

reading logs which were assessed according to the breadth ofreadhg, clarity of 

comments, and level of critical thought demonstrated. This is a disciplined exercise 

requiring extenial reading and M a g e  to the course content. 

Evans, King, and Nunan (1 993) maintain that it is essential to give distance 

education students the opportunity to reflect on ideas on their own. Evans et al. believe 

that including a critical paradigm in the course matenal cm induce criticai reflection by 

providing the ideas the students need to embark: 

If we see research and inqujr as important elements of the critical process, then by 
enabling mdems to develop and implement their own research, and to review 
critically their work and that of others, we are helping thern increase their critical 
skills. (p. 43) 

However, Nation (1 989) maintains that critical reflection is not engendered simply 

by reading information about the process. He discusses his use of personal reflections to 

stimulate discussion and student reflection in an introductory sociology course delivered 

by distance. Nation began by linkllig his expenences to the introductoiy sociology 

concepts he was trying to teach. These linkages provided a format for an autobiographical 

assignent that Nation later had his midents undertake. He then encourageci them to 

"aep back &om the data" of persona1 experiences to analyze the subject through 

reflection. 



Similady, Modra (1989) used jod-WTiting with her distance education students 

both to stimulate reflection and to track its development in -dents over the duration of 

the course delivery: 

Thejournal was to be a structured assemblage of comment and criticism on 
subject-related readings, events, media items, thoughts, conversations, and the 
like .... Journal criteria emphasized the need for the student to reflect on material 
encountered and to make links from it to subject-related concems. (pp. 128- 129) 

Modra notes problems for educators in avoiding prescriptive directives and, altematively, 

being too vague; awarding grades; and dealing with the anxiety that journal-writing 

evokes in students who are traditionally trained in "banking concepts" (p. 132). 

As these examples show, some teachhg methods developed for in-class use can be 

adapted in distance education courses, but many more need substantiai revision before 

they cm work in distance education. This is especially true for correspondence courses 

and prograrns (Burge and Roberts 1998; Cyrs, 1997; Evans, King& Nunan, 1993). To 

repeat a previous point, successfid distance education teaching demands more than simply 

M e r r i n g  techniques fiom the classroom. Advocates emphasize that the distance 

tacher's role is partiy determined by the available communications, and these are 

improving substantially with new technology. The next subsection focuses on how 

comrnwiications and other teaching devises might facilitate the teaching of critical thinking 

and critical reflection. 

. . hon T e c h u h g ~ ~  

Burge (1998), Cyrs (1997), Hany? John, and Keegan (1993), James and Gardner 

(1995), and Wagner (1997) believe that the more interactive the communications between 
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distance education snidents and instnicton, the more successful the teaching, particdarly 

in relation to critical thinking and reflectioa skills. For James and Gardner, personal 

communications fùrther enhance distance education course design in the affective mode. 

They recommend that instructors: (a) use an idormal, empathetic style; (b) give students 

choices about content and process; (c) acknowledge different cultural views and 

backgrounds; (d) establish regular contact, as if the students are nearby; and (e) recognize 

the protocols of emailing, such as giving students as rnuch information on message style 

and expectations as possible. Baiocco and DeWaters (1998) point out that motivational 

teachers ofken use communication techniques nich as personalking instruction and rrying 

to associate the relevance of the material to student expenences. 

An important issue in the use of computerized communications to stimulate critical 

reflection in students is the extent to which instmctors set the inteUectua1 ciimate of the 

course. According to Mason (199 1) and Berge (1996), instnictors should provide 

leadership by submitting helpfùl critiques to students on their work, maintaining flexiiility 

throughout the course, and encouraging student participation at every tum. They must 

also role mode1 professionalism and inteliectualism by asking probing questions, focusing 

discussion, synthesizing points, and weawig together student subrnissions into viable 

themes or threads for the course content. 

Haughey (199 l), May (1 999, and Modra (1 989) focus specificaiiy on 

cornmunication techniques t h  cm be mccessfully used to stimulate reflection and 

&que in individuai students. May, for example, rediswvered the value of letter-writing 

when communicating with distance students; she found that wnting letters was an 
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excellent means of selfaevelopment, empowerment, and transformational learning as the 

students reviewed the progress of their professional development. They also developed 

problem-solving techniques, selfreflection, a variety of communication skills, and methods 

of linking theory to their daily practises. Similady, Haughey stimulated dialogue with, and 

among, students by making them responsible for commentary on the course and for 

submitting and commenting on each other's work in a newsletter. 

One of the oldest problems in distance education is the time-hg in getting feedback 

out to students. Minoli (1 996) considers technology to be a saving grace in overcoming 

this lack of irnmediacy by promoting interactive distance leaming, where students can pose 

questions for immediate response. 

Minoli and Wagner (1997) beiieve that interactive services among students and 

between students and the instmctor facilitates critical thinking and reflection. However, 

Wagner cautions that interactivity is not synonymous with interaction. Interactivity 

focuses on the ability of the technology to help in the reaiization of course goals and 

objectives. uit eraction is still dependent on teac hing methods and styles. Pineas ( 1 998) 

simüarly wam that the f o m  of coilaborative leaming should be carefùlly constructed 

when used in distance education. She distinguishes between cosperative and collaborative 

work: CO-operative work requires a certain amount of student dependency on each other, 

which cm be quite fiustrating for diligent students, especidy when grades are at stake. 

Collaborative work necessitates on-line or email interaction, but each student prepares and 

is marked on his or her individual effort. These efforts are then coliated to provide 

emphasis, embellishment, and supplementals to the course material. Generally, 



collaborative exercises are more time-bounded and restricted to s d e r  segments of 

information, which distance students sometimes prefer to an open tirne h e  at their own 

(and their group mates') discretion. 

Another benefit of interactive distance leaming with comput&ed communications 

is that these improve access to hternet sites and databases for student research. Schieman 

(1990) sees the potential of this to enhance instruction in critical thinking and reflective 

sWs by going beyond the traditional question-mer mode; he notes that "in more 

sophisticated systerns, questions can be used by the leamer in an information-gathe~g 

way to locate needed and possibly crucial information. The leamer should have the means 

to command the system to locate this information" (p. 73). By "means to cornand the 

system," Schieman implies access to knowledge, and remote distance education students 

have long experienced the problem of inadequate access to library seMces and materials. 

Bazillion and Braun (1992) note that this often dissuades distance education instructors 

from including a research component in their courses and they recommend the use of 

computerized liibrary catalogues and library network catalogues (which extend access to 

other libraries and databases). 

Rosa (1996) points out that the internet is now used for research, course 

delivery, communications, and even for "Unproving reading and writing skills,. . . 

pubtishing, and in many cases, for a window on the world outside (of the students') 

communitiesn (15). Through these means, some traditional classroom-based exercises are 

adaptable, and even enhauced, by new forms of cornputerked communications by dowing 

group work and greater access to a wider resource base than ever before (Hopey & 
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Ginsberg, 1996). Even those studenu without access can benefit fiom the research and 

ensuing f o m  of teaching that is coming out of this area. 

Despite these promising hopes for cornputerhi technologies in addressing the 

leaming needs of distance education students, it is still advisable to proceed slowly, 

because technoiogy is never idailibie and there is s i i l  the problem of -dents' and 

educators' access to-and proficiency with-the technology (Keast, 1997). Moreover, not 

aiI distance education students may benefit £?om the same course format. A mixeci 

approach to distance education course developrnent and teaching, which produces several 

configurations that students can choose fiom, is preferable (Burge and Roberts, 1 998; 

Cyn, 1997). Educators who have been working with computerized technologies for the 

past decade and more, endorse a mixed oEering of course and project configurations for 

students. This dows them the flexibility to address the d i f f e ~ g  leaming needs that each 

student has, as well as midents' varying levels of access and proficiency with m e n t  

technologies, while still maintaining the core objectives of teaching. In the next section, 1 

consider how to evaiuate students on how weli they have learned critical thinking and 

critical reflection processes and how to judge whether a particular course stnichire can 

facilitate such leanllng. 

. * valuab= the Leamiqg of Critic-d Reflectwg . 

ha as the adult education prescriptions for course development have changed 

with evolving ideas, so too has the evaiuation of students. DaMe (1987) points out that 

this evaluation progressed from criterion-referenced testing and the decontextualized 

quantitative measuremeut of s k i .  in the 1960s, to the evaluation of -dentsy descriptions 
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of their learning in the 1970s. Students were asked to constnict their own leamhg goals in 

the 1980s, and by the 1990s evaluation involved the "description of different agendas" 

(Davie, p. 205) and semitking learners to the needs of other stakeholders and to issues of 

power in the educational process. Such contextuaiized evaluation, also known as 

respoasive or naturalistic evaluation, is a synthesis of both quantitative and qualitative 

assessment S. 

blems With Criterion-Referenced Testing 

In reviewing evaluation methods in the field, one of the most striking facts is that 

criterion-referenced testing that is oriented to standards of performance in lower-order 

cognitive skills has been used to evaiuate critical thuiking and critical reflection since the 

1960s via quantitative critical thinking assessment tests (Biggs, 1995). These tests provide 

questionable redts.  Ennis (1993) lists their advantages as providiig: diagnosis and 

feedback to students; motivation; a selection process; institutional accountability; and 

research into critical thinking. The drawbacks include, but are not limited to: the inherent 

cultural biases; the hct  that results are expected in too short a time period; and the lack of 

breadth in these tests with regard to actual critical thinking skiiîq making them inadequate 

as selection tools. According to Ennis, there are few subject-specific tests, and copies of 

the tests are universally available, which implies that students cm study for them. 

Assessing the qualitative development of critical thinking and critical reflection in 

students against common criterion-refmenced standards usually occurs in a 

decontexniaiized learning environment such as the University. Biggs (1995) points out that 

this evaiuation of students can include an integration of m a t i v e  testing, which 
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primarily meanires lowersrder levels of learning, but it should also include qualitative 

testing, which measures higher orders of learning. E v h t i o n  at the lower levels of 

cognition begins with unistructural testing on bits of isolated information and multi- 

structurai testing where two or more bits of information are teaed but without any 

relationship drawn between thern. Evaluating higher order levels of cognition, like critical 

thinking and cntical reflection, involves relating two or more bits of information to an 

integrated understanding of the whole and applying abstract principles denved from the 

leaming to other contexts. 

Several writers critique the traditional forms of testing as "multiple-guessy and 

"perform-on-the-spot" testing. Reif(1995) maintains that these inadequateiy measure 

leaming, produce snident anxiety, and rareiy go beyond the first three levels of Bloom's 

taxonomy-knowing, wmprehending, application-to the higher order levek of analysis, 

synthesizhg, and evaluation. Reif recommends providing students with (a) clear written 

directions and an indication of how the assessrnent will be graded at the beginning of the 

course, (b) the necessary t h e  tr, complete the assessment and for the instniaor to mark it, 

and (c) variety in the forms of assessment use& keeping the students' other workloads in 

mind* 

Reif (1995), Ennis (1993), and Beale (1993) ail advocate combining various test 

items in instructor-made tests. For example, testhg the memorization of facts is best done 

through mdtiple choices or by requiring a one-word or one-theme reply. In restricted 

m e r ,  short essays students are requked to analyse relationships, and they must engage 

in reflection in open-endeci essays. Performance assessment is criticai in ensuring that 
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students cm actually apply what they have learned: testing can involve real or simulated 

performance situations, student pordolios, jounials, audiolvideo tapes, and collaborative 

projects. 

Accordhg ro Ezmk ( 1993 ), the Most comprehensive evaluation method for crihcd 

thinking skius is essay assessment, but it is only viable on a small scale. This is because it is 

time-consuming to mark and educaton usudy are limited in how much thne they can 

devote to each student's essay. Essay assessment can take at least bec fonns. The first is 

the highly stmctured essay which presents an argument with numbered paragraphs and a 

series of errors. Students evaluate each passage individually, as well as the whole. The 

second form is the medium-structureci essay where students are presented with an 

argument to debate, but no particular organization of the response is demanded. The thûd 

type of essay with minimal structure is that which simply poses a question or an issue to 

students for their response. Cross and Steadman (1996) note that evaluation questions that 

encourage critical thinking incorporate such stems as "What are the strengths and 

weaknesses of. .?", "What is the dserence between.. .?, '2xplain why (or how). . .", 

"What would happen if..?', "What is a new example of..?, "What is the counter- 

argument for...?" (pp. 156- 159) 

For larger classes, Ennis (1993) recommends devising a multiple choice assessment 

with a written justification approach-midents have to give a brief statement of why bey 

selected the item they di& This ovemides the cultural bias in testing and the lack of 
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rehnement often inherent in multiple choice questions. In addition, it can be quick and 

comprehensive. 

Noms7 (1995) research suppons Ennis' argument that the format of the test, such 

as multiple choice or constructeci response testing, does not d e  the test any more or less 

reüable for measuring aitical thinking skills. However, he does recommend the inclusion 

of a narrative-which is accessible to anyone who c m  read-and a credibility judgement in 

tests. Being able to judge the credibility of one's sources according to acceptable critena 

is one of the crucial skills in critical thinking in an acadernic context. 

Biggs ( 1995) also recommends a deep approach with criterion-referenced and 

qualitative evaluation that accounts for the decontextualized or situated context of 

leaniing. For Biggs and other consmictivists (McLellan, 1993; Mezirow, 1991), situated 

learning is essentiai to the application of knowledge. They argue that the evaluation of 

such leamhg is best applied in ever-widening and interconnected feedback loops 

throughout ali of the leaming process. Constmctwists decry decontextualied learnhg and 

evaluation, believing that students only l e m  when they are grounded in the context where 

they can eventuaily apply their knowledge. 

One way to assess students in the context of their learning, according to Larisey 

(1994), is to use students' seIf-assessrnent as both a leanMg tool and a leamhg stnitegy. 

McLellan ( 1993) advocates on-going evaluation on multiple levels, including: the 

production of diagnostic tests for critical thinking and cntical reflection skills; pordolio 

evaluation, in which studeats trace and reflectively assess their productive and professional 

development; cornputer-simdated apprenticeships; story construction; and the pro- of 
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having leamers design instruction for imaginaxy other students of the m e .  Most of these 

evaluation methods for situated assessrnent involve extensive time and effort on the part of 

both student and instnictor. 

From this reading, 1 have found that both decontexhialized and situated leamhg 

asseuments are of value in determinhg to what extent, and how well, students have 

developed aitical thùiking and critically reflective skilis, though one assumes that the 

situated assessments would be the supenor of the two because the student is being tested 

in the situation in which he or she wiil practice. Nonetheless, given that the teaching of 

these thinking skills mua progress from the basic levels to the cornplex, so must one's 

evaluation schemes. 

Summary 

My goal for this chapter was to review the iiterature relating to teaching critical 

thinking and reflection in adult and distance education. 1 began by Iooking at the histonc 

role of critical thinking and reflection as tools for social change in two of the foundational 

movements of adult education. I briefly touched on how this ideal continues among adult 

and University educaton today and 1 then reviewed some of the effects of globalkation for 

university distance education and for fâcilitating critical refi ection and thought. I looked at 

the debate over whether critical thinking and reflection cm be taught in distance 

education. Believing that these skills are teachable in distance educaîion courses, 1 

reviewed the Uinuence of course structures and production methods on this teaching. To 

this end, 1 discussed the use of both instmctional design and constmctivist techniques in 

distance education course production Next, I rwieweâ the relevant methods for teaching 
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critical thùiking and reflective skjiis in live classrooms and considered whether these could 

be transformeci for the distance education context. 1 also appraised a few methods that 

have been solely devised for the distance education conte* with a focus on the area of 

computerked communications. F U y ,  1 delineated some of the methods of student 

evaluation that best assess-and in themselves-promote critical thinking and critical 

reflection. 

1 found valuable insights from the fiterature on both sides of the instructional 

design and constructivist debate in relation to teaching criticai thinking and reflection. 

Nevertheless, 1 also found that there is a need for more research into the application of 

teaching and evaluation methods for critical thinking and reflection skiils in distance 

education courses. 

To conclude, 1 r e m  to my two most pressing questions when I began this review. 

The first was whether or not the stniggie to teach critical thinking and reflection skills in 

university distance education courses is in vain. To this, I answer "no"-such teaching 

need not be restricted by distance education delivery. With carefid reflection, it can 

actuaily be enrîched by many of the aew modes of course delivery now oEered. 

My second question was on the desirability of teaching critical thinking and 

reflection skills in distance education. My answer to this is a "yes," especially in light of 

the burgeoning development of distance education in UNversity settings and of cost- 

aitting measures on-campus which lave many students seeking courses by distance. 



A CASE S'IVDY OF HOW TO BE= FACILITATE CRITICAL THINKING 
AND REFLECTIQN IN DISTANCE EDUCATION STUDENTS 

As noted in chapter 1, my goal for this case study was to methodically &se and 

improve my distance education course, "Anthropology and Sociology of Fades", so that 

1 could better facilitate cnticd thinkllig and reflection in both my own and my students' 

practice. Using extensive formative needs assessments, 1 made several changes to my 

course in the latter haif of 1999 and evaluated these changes in the winter semester of 

2000. This work conninited a case study in facilitating critical thinkiog and reflection in 

distance education. 

The course "Anthropology and Sociology of Families" was origindy designed as 

a correspondence course that was diMded into 12 units for self-study. Students were sent 

a List of texts to buy, directions on where to get these, and a manual that guided them 

through the material. Communications were to be initiated by the midents: Whenever 

nded,  they wouid telephone me during specific office hours. They were tested through 

two exams worth 50% each, which were sent out to specific sites and invigilators across 

the province. There was a general evaiuation option to do a term paper and have these 

two exams re-weighted. However, few students took up this option. The content was 

designed to first introduce students to anthropological research into W y  life around the 

world, and then to expose them to sociologicai research. 1 found that m a 7  students were 

trying to get through the material by mernorization, which defeated my teaching purpose. 

1 wanted to change tbis structure so that midents were better able to aitically evaiuate 
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this research, look at how it is transferable across disciplines, and compare it to their own 

assumptions about family We. 

This chapter is divided into four sections. In the fïrst, I nimmarize the hdings of 

my students' needs assessments conducted during the fkst year and a half of this case 

study. In the second, I look at Eicuity n&s assessments related to distance education 

courses in my department. In the third section, I review the changes implemented in my 

distance education course on the basis of this needs assessment. Most of these revisions 

were made to the course manual during the summer and fa11 of 1999, but some also deal 

with changes 1 Uiitiated in my instructional process (e.g., course sequencing, feedback, 

interaction). 1 focus specitically on the changes that are intended to facilitate critical 

thinking in students. Finaily, in the fourth section, I give a brief summary of the course 

revisions and the evaiuation of these from my observations and reflections. 

Students' N e e m  

For the case snidy, 1 used three sources for students' needs assessments. One 

source was my collection of voluntary responses to unit and manual evaluation questions 

inserted into the course manual and returned by a minonty of seKselected students over 

the years of my teaching. For the second source, I colated the results of summative 

evaiuation questionnaires sent out to students in the course almost every semester from 

Fall 1993 to Wmter 1998. For the third source, 1 included an optional leaming joumai 

exercise in the course offe~gs ,  which consisteci of a three page stnictured questionnaire 

to be iilled in weekly and a three page midterm and f i e  page final evaluation to be 

completed at the appropriate h e s  of the semester. In analyzing the resdts, 1 integrated al l  
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three sources; 1 also categorized responses into readuigs, sequencing, instructions and 

objectives, i d e n m g  and using cntical thinking, feedback, and evaluation. 

Process for Assessin= the Nee& 

My first source, the manual ùwrt questionnaire, consisted of five open-ended 

questions on what students liked most and least about the course to that point, and the 

changes, if any, that they wodd recommend. Few students actually responded, however. 1 

would often get only 1 or 2 out of a possible 50 students sending their sheets in during any 

one semester. 

The summative evaluation questionnaires were two pages long and contained both 

quantitative and qualitative questions. Retuming it was completely optional to students. 

Students were informed by the distance education department at my university that 1 

would be given the results of these summative evaluation questionnaires only afker their 

marks for the course had gone to the registrar. The questions included ranking the 

instruction and course matends on a variety of criteria as weii as open-ended queries of 

what was liked and not liked about these and the logisticai aspects of the course. 

Typicaiiy, 3 to 5 questionnaires out of a possible 50 were reninied each semester. For this 

study, coliecting these ~wnmative evaluation questionnaires and manuai insert 

questionnaires was particuiarly useful in i d e n w g  shidents' overaü concerus about the 

course and in detenninuig how (or whether) the course needed to be changed to meet 

these concerns- 

The learning journal exercise was completed by 14 self-selected "Anthropology 

and Sociology of Families'" students during the fidl semester of 1997 and the winter 
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semester of 1998. This leamhg journal exercise included extensive evduatioas and critical 

questions ofthe 12 units of the manual. 1 constnicted this learnllig journal exercise on the 

basis of (a) Brooffield's (1990) suggestions for assignments that Eicilitate critical thinking, 

@) the readiig on needs assessrnent completed for my Master of Adult Education 

Literature review, (c) Grotelueschen's (1976) matruces of evaluation questions to verify 

whether (and why) each question should be included and (d) advice fiom two coileagues 

working in the local comunity college as librarian and psychology instructor, as weU as 

Eoom my master's degree thesis supervisor. Students who chose this optional learning 

journal exercise were Fully informed of the use that 1 would make of their evaluations in 

this study. Students did one leaming journal exercise per week for each unit of the manuai, 

as weil as a midterm and a final evaluation of the manual, the course, the exams, and rny 

instruction. 1 sent out these materials dong with a letter explainhg the study only &er 

they telephoned to inform me of their choice of this option. The questions included both 

ranking and open-ended queries on a variety of material, instruction, and process criteria 

for the past week's work. 

In addition to the incrediibly nch material gleaned for this case study through an 

analysis of these leaniing journals, 1 was aiso able to identify the extent to which students 

were merely repeating memorked materiai or were thinking criticaiiy. 1 found that few 

students engaged in a critical evaluation of the material at the beginning of the course but 

had begun to do so by the middle of the term. This leamhg joumals exercise proved to be 

an excellent stimulus in this regard and one which 1 intend to use again. In the foUowing 
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sub-sections, 1 discuss the major findings of my students' needs analysis grouped by the 

categories 1 identifid 

BcPdings 

When askd what needed to be changed in the "Anthropology and Sociology of 

Families" course, most students in the manual inserts, the summative evaluation 

questionnaires, and the leamhg journal exercises complained of the heavy course load. 

During a professiond development workshop 1 attended, a colleague noted that it is not 

uncornmon for distance education students to cornplain of heavy workloads since it seems 

to him that they get more work as distance education midents than on-campus shidents 

get. He attributed this to overly zeaious distance educaton. I, however, actuaily assigned 

less reading than did instructors in the quivalent on-wnpus courses. This led me to 

speculate that diaance education courses may sornetimes be considered "easie?' than 

those on campus and compiaints occur when one attempts to maintain the "on-campus" 

standards. In any case, a majonty of students in both the summative evaluation 

questionnaires and the Ie&g journal exercises wanted a redistniution of the reading 

over the course of the semester. Most students liked the anthropological reading in the 

first half of the course and severai found it the most interesting part, but they still felt that 

there was too much of it. They preferred the second halfsimply because the Pace was a bit 

slower. 

Three students also wanted a change of textbooks. Textual complexity on an 

academic level does not aiways please students. Over my 12 yean of teaching, five or six 

students have asked me ifthey can get away withjust reading the manual, which 1 nwer 



considered to be a valid reflection on the academic content of the course. However, 

aimost ail of the students who responded to the sumaiative evaluation questionnaires and 

leamhg journal exercises found the manual cornent and course materials academically 

effective. Most students liked the different ethnographies and the provincialiy based novels 

that 1 occasionally assigned but severai cornplaineci about the local anthology of writings 

that 1 used pnor to this study. They were usuaIly upset with the femuiist tone of the work. 

One student requested that 1 provide summaries of the articles in the course manual, which 

1 had to reject because such smmries are d that some students wili read. 

1 also had to careniliy evaluate the cornplaints of those few students who disliked 

the ethnography, The Home of Lim (Wolf, 1968), because it had foreign narnes. In fact, it 

was one of the readhgs that I retained in the revised course because of its academic rigor 

and relevance to my course goals: It provides an excelient and detailed oveMew of family 

He in that culture and t he .  It also contains a famiy tree that students couid use as a 

visual organizer during theû reading to foilow the characters. 

cirag 

The squencing of readings and ideas is important in teaching critical thinking 

skills because students corne into a course at varying levels of expertise-pztrticUlar1y in the 

early years of undergraduate work. The trieci and true methods SM hold: Students need 

t h e  to process ideas and a sequence that progresses fiom the basics of comprehension to 

analysis. In the summative evaluation questionnaires of the course, 94.5% of the students 

over my 10 years of teaching at that point chose the response, 'The course was weil 

orgamted." One student summed up this sentiment nicely in the leamkg jounial exercises: 



Overail, I feel the course was weL organized and 1 would actudy recommend that 
it not be reorganized. Everything is well laid out and flows very good together. 
Most of the t h e  the units followed each other and had some meaning fiom the 
unit before. And ifnot it was a meaNngfûi chapter on its own. 

These sentiments gave me pause to reflect on whether 1 shodd continue to re- 

organize the course topics to have students do more cross-culhiral cornparisons (in a 

critical thinking mode). Consequentiy, 1 was very careful to maintain a consistent flow 

between topics and to ensure that each unit codd stiii stand alone ifany one student chose 

to Vary his or her study sequence. 

Instructions a ~ e e t i v ~  . . 

Few students who evduated the course cornplaineci of problems with the 

instructions given in the manuai or in the course handsuts that 1 regularly sent out. In the 

summative evaluation questionnaires reviews for the course, 96.1% chose the option, 

'The instnictor made it clear what was expected of me at the beginning of the course." 

Another fom of hstruction that is integral to distance education course work is 

the written objectives for both the ovedl course and the individual units. When asked in 

the leamhg j o u d  exercises how they used the unit objectives, most respondents said 

they were usefùi as a guide to the reading and to review points. When asked if the 

objectives stimulateci them academicaiiy, most responded with comments that expresseci 

perspectives similar to that of the foilowing student's very comprehensive comment: 

99% of the objectives gave me a better understaadhg of the unit and the course 
which helped me achieve my îkUest academic potentid. But 1 do feel that about 
1% of the objectives were difncult to understand andor relate to the readings and 
material. This became very hstrating at times and very difncult. This muid be 
improved by making sure that the objectives relate directiy to the readings and 
making sure that they clear in readiug, so the reader can know what is wanted. 



One student had problems in interpreting the objectives. The objectives for the 

course had been developed unsysternatically over the early yean of my tachin& and it 

showed in the mixed responses of students in this course. Four responded that objectives 

should be more specific and shorter. One very articulate shident offered a note of caution 

with regard to how objectives are presented to students: 

Objectives stunulated me academically in helping me achieve my West goals 
although 1 often found myseif reading through the material and atternpting to 
"finci" the objectives rather than "enjoying" the material. 1 do not feel that this 
requires any improvement fiom your point of view but fiom mine. I should have 
used the objectives as a guide for my reading rather than a "road map" to reach the 
end of each chapter. 1 may have relied too heavily upon them and lost some of my 
own "potential". In the friture you might waat to suggest to students that they are 
merely a guide as I feel that it would be a shame for them not to enjoy the material. 
The text material was very intriguing and interesting; students should come to see 
this and would allow them to achieve their West! 

Followhg the same thread of questioning on the midterm leaming journal exercise, 

1 asked students whether they prefemd cognitive maps or other graphic organizers of the 

ideas instead of, or in addition to, the objectives. AU but one of the respondents said yes, 

and two identifieci themselves as visual Iearners. For example, one student claimeci: 'When 

1 can see somethhg laid out simply and organized, it is easier for me to gnisp." ûthers 

mentiowd that graphics of various kinds (maps, plamers, organizers) piqued their interest. 

S a  others used them as study aids which helped them to visualize al of the materiai 

needed at exam time. The one -dent who did not want such graphics commented: 

'Trying to plot the issues on a cognitive map would only provide a bais for memorization 

mstead of an understanding of the issues presented." From these points, 1 concluded that 



when the goal of critical thinking is paramount, the course developer should avoid over- 

processing the course matenals. 

To address the question of whether or not my course fiilfilled various -dents' 

leaming styles1, 1 asked those students doing the leamhg journal exercises: "Has this 

course met your expectations?", and "Has it led to any improvement in your academic 

performance?" Most answered "yes" to both questions, elaborating that it helped them 

develop critical thinking skills, scheduling, seKmotivation, and the ability to ask 

challenging questions and to visualite links with other courses they were doing. 

In answer to a subsequent question, 12 of the 14 respondents gave extensive 

descriptions of how useful they found the materiai and how they were able to use the 

course ideas outside of the course. Several noted their increased empathy for the Innu and 

many made comrnents such as: 

It was interesting to see how (people in) other cultures interact with each other. I 
used to think of some customs like women coverhg their faces ridiculous, but they 
have great reasons for everything. 

1 was able to place my own family situation into one of the many patterns of 
families presented. This reflection assisted me into understanding the material and 
the fact that every f d y  is the sarne and Mirent al1 at the same the .  A tradition 
in one fàmily may not be a tradition in another M y .  

These students provided me with assurance that the course is helpful in developing cross- 

cultural awareness (an aspect of cntical thlliking) and that the ethnographies were 

immanently valuable. In my experience, educators too oflen only pay attention or hear the 

'1 realize that only certain students, possibly with some elexnent of an accommodation 
leaming style (to use Koib's [l98 11 terminology), would tike1y volunteer to have themselves 
partially evaiuated through leamhg j o u d s .  However, 1 assumeci that they likeiy had elements of 
other leamhg styles as well. 



cornplaints of the few while overlooking the very real benefits our work imparts to the 

others. 

On the issue of the relevance of the course in their daiiy lives, ody 1 of the 14 

was upset at "haWig to do so much on these assignments." Ail of the others gave 

extensive details of how the course benefitted them and 1 was particularly touched by one 

-dent 's reply : 

I think that the information and course content wili be very relevant to my daiiy Life 
and in my fiiture Sie, because it has aiready helped me to make some very 
important decisions of my life. 1 have decided not to start a family right now and 
wait untilI finish my education. 

Most respondents to the learning journal exercises found the course readings, self- 

tests, and assignments academically chailenging and usehl in terms of training hem in 

certain skilis, which 1 had begun to articulate when oEering the alternative evaluation 

SC hemes. 

. . - .  nti- 

In the b a i  leaming journal exercise, I d e W  criticai tbinking as "being able to 

relate abstract ideas to extemal processes, reflect on these, and develop new concepts or 

meanùigs f?om such reflection and Eom a discourse with others." I then asked the students 

three questions. The first was, "How weii did this course help you to develop these 

skiUs?" Ail of the respondents said the course helped them quite a bit, especially in terms 

of cntiquing governent policies and ideologies about "fiinctionai f*amiliesi' and in relating 

abstract theories to their own realities. Two students, however, were conditionai on this 



point: Like the person who made the foilowing comment, they respunded that critical 

thinking is something aquired over time, and it needs to be us& to be efféctive. 

The course was well organized to help me develop these skius, although 1 often 
find it diEcult to relate "theories" to real thing (this is a major leaming block for 
me). 1 find it easier to "talk out" a lot of issues and this is for me a major problern 
in distance education courses. But actuaily the leamllig journals, where there is 
room for discussion, is a nice possibility to resolve this problem. 1 did £ind myself 
looking for some of the issues we have discussed and in some instances trying to 
relate them. The lack of this is more of my problem than one in the course-I'm not 
sure if maybe an exercise on aitical W g  at the beginning would be helpful. 
Maybe something that you could ask students to retum at the beglluiing of classes. 

My second question was, "How might the course be changed to better reflect this 

definition of critical thinking?" M o s t  ail of the students said not to change it, though one 

wanted more specific directives, two suggested putting more questions that stimulate 

critical thinking in the self-tests, and one reviewed the problem of discourse in a distance 

education course, noting that it is often a matter of the individual mident's discretion: 

Distance education courses are by nature an individudistic form of study. It is 
difncdt to promote discourse with others although the department certainly offen 
ways of comecting with other students. I think it goes back to the motivation level 
of the studem to really read and understand the material and to think about the 
issues in dîfFerent ways even by thernselves. 1 went into the course knowing Pd be 
studying on rny own, this is probably a common notion arnong distance education 
students. 

My third question was "Do you think [that helping students develop criticai 

thùiking skills] is a desirable goal in a distance education course?" Again, I received a 

T e s "  fiom all but one saident in both of the semesters that these leamhg journal 

exercises were done. They saw a need for developing critical thhkhg and re0ection skiils 

in University courses where midents must go beyond rote memorizatioa. "Absolutely-it is 

oniy through 'critical thinking' that we can be 'educated' in the broadest sense." The 
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mident who thought criticai thinking was not desirable felt that it 'kould make the course 

too hard. Some critical thinking would be okay-but oot too much." I speculate that this 

response illustrates the unfortunate problem of the few to plead for leniency when students 

are asked to evaluate a course. 

From most of these responses, then, 1 realized that 1 aiready had inadvertently been 

facilitating the development of cntical thinking skills in students. My tiiture task was to 

articulate and chr@ this teaching as my goal for students. To this end, I looked at the 

feedback 1 gave shidents over the first 10 years of my teaching and at the needed changes 

that they identifieci. 

Feedbatlk 

Feedback is critical to students' skiii developrnent throughout a semester, so 

students doing both the summative evaluation questionnaires and the leaming journal 

exercises for the course were asked to rate the usefùlness of the (a) first memo, which 

gave out details on consultation, alternative evaluation schemes and exercises and a 

reduced study guide for the midterm exam; @) the second memo, with the midterm exam 

answer sheet and ciass distribution, and the set of study objectives for the final exam; (c) 

the feedback on the midterm exam and alternative assignrnents; (d) my comments during 

our phone calls; and (e) the feedback cornplethg the lemming journal assessrnent sheets. In 

later phases of the midy 1 inaugwated a computerized Listserv for the course where 1 

publically answered student questions on the material and on the acams. Generally, 1 have 

since found that about 25% of the class is on the Listserv before the midterm, but this 

ohm jumps to 40% or 50% after. I think this is because 1 send my feedback to specific 



questions on the course content to the entke Liaserv and students discuss this before and 

d e r  the exam. 

Invariably, al1 of the respondents in both the surnative evaiuation questiomaires 

and the learning j o d  exercises gave very good reports on the feedback 1 gave, though 

one complained that he misunderstood the instructions. My favorite sample of the positive 

reports is from the learning journal exercise: 

1 thought that aii of the above were very useful. 1 mt think of any ways to 
improve feedback. The instnictor has covered al1 the necessary ways especialiy in 
her memos and the comments on the midterm, even though 1 failed the rnidterm, 
her comments has helped mi? to study more and stick with it, so 1 could pas.  She 
gives some encouragement and this has helped me. 

One Listserv student who used email extensively as her f o n  of communication sent me 

this unsolicited message: 

Dear Linda: A few comments and then a few questions. 1 redy appreciate your 
notes on my rnid-tem It helps a lot! I've never seen nich thoroughness to assist a 
mident. This is ody my 2nd diaance course and I'm convinced it is comparable to 
in class instruction. You've been in contact via emd,  and at a more "personal" 
level on a consistent basis. It's like a personal visit from my prof! Now, if oniy 
more students would correspond in a "iike" manner ... 

Amidst the positive comments, however, one student provided a useful critique 

which I have since kept in mind; 

Constructive cnticisms might also be of use to me. Providing only the positive 
may rnake me feel overconfïdent! I realize that I do not know everything relevant 
to the course and have found in the past that both positive and negative comments 
give me that extra boost. Negative comments are essential to leaming as they 
sometimes provide a new focal point and keep me on tnck and are often useful as 
a guide! 
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Reading these and other students' comments has led me to a new appreciation of 

how important it is to provide criticism that is fair and usefid to students and that 

encourages them to keep trying. 

The h a 1  aspect of the needs anaiysis for this case study concemed my evaluation 

of student work. In their surnmative evaluation questionnaires over the 10 years of my 

teaching, 95.6% of the students responding said that I was fair in marking, 93.8% felt that 

1 gave resuits back promptly, and 94.7% found my comments on the exams and 

assignments helpful. However, 53.6% of al students found the final examination to be too 

long. 

Many students said they liked the fact that the midterm and ha1 exam tested 

separate parts ofthe course. This is done primarily to help students narrow their focus 

when studying. It is viable in my course because they mua cumulatively draw on ideas 

Ieamed in the tirst half when completing the second. Because of these points, I continuai 

to test the material in the first and second haives of the course, after the revisions. 

Some -dents wanted more essays on the ewms and fewer multiple choice 

questions, or vice versa accordhg to the semester. 1 have always immediately responded 

to a student vote on format for the final exams after the midtems had been completed. 1 

found the same sort of replies in the learning journal exercises: AU but one student found 

the midterm exam to be a faU assessrnent and felt wen-prepared. They liked the questions 

that required a sentence or two to answer and they suggested a comparative essay 

question An example of this foliows: 



Yes, the midterm was very fair. The exam was very much like a longer version of 
the self test. The difFicuit units were tested pretty much equally and nothing was 
completely ignored or over represented. As with any test 1 ofien h d  that on things 
iike multiple choice 1 find I'm stuck between two m e r s  and this is sometimes a 
problem but that just teils me that 1 st i l l  need some review. 1 especiaiiy liked how 
you broke up the parts so that there were a mixture of types of questions together. 
When other tests are all multiple choice, then al l  the next type of question, that 
becomes boring. Plus since you seemed to ask a multiple choice. a tme and false 
and a short m e r  1 found that by reading and answering each 1 could recall more 
details for others. For example when you asked a multiple choice about one of the 
theories I couldn't remember but after 1 answered the short answer question that 
foilowed it, 1 recalled the theory that you had originally asked about. So, 1 really 
liked the format of the test. It was fair and a good assesment. 

One mident complained that the exam questions were too specific but he had not looked 

at the study objectives beforehand and he vowed to do so the next time. Moa students 

liked the self-tests as examples of the exam and as a pnor run-through, though one 

suggested 1 should revise these self-tests to ask only what would be covered on the final 

exam. 1 decided againa doing this because of the my use of the objectives and self-tests as 

teachhg tools. At least three or four of the minor study objectives for each unit are lefk 

out each semester and 1 send this information out to students at the beginning of the 

semester. The objectives that are omitted change fiom semester to semester, which allows 

me some leeway in tailoring the focus of the course. The self-tests are published in the 

manual and cannot be easily changed, so 1 want these to reflect a i l  possible approaches to 

the subject matter. Students are encouraged to keep the current course focus in mind as 

they work through the self-tests. 

To conclude, according to the students, the elernents of the course moa in need of 

change accord'ig to students were the reading load and distribution, selected objectives in 

individual units, a judicious use of visuai organizers, and improved articulation of my 
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expectations regarding the development of critical thinlOng and reflective skilis in students. 

These skiUs were, however, engendered through my course and its teaching, and those 

students participating in the leaming j o u d  exercises certainly learned them. In generai, 

the feedback, course instructions, and format of the exams were ali 6ne. However, I did 

reduce the length of the exams somewhat throughout the shidy in response to the four 

students who felt they did not have time to complete them. 

The next set of needs assessments I conducted during 1998 was from faculty and 

colleagues in my deparnent and from researchers and teachers in the field of adult 

education. In this section, 1 first descnbe my process for the assessment. Then 1 review the 

results of this faculty needs assessment in roughly the same order as I went through the 

students' needs assessments in the preceding section. 

To assess the faculty's views of studying through distance education, I used the 

hdings of a curriculum review cornmittee (CRC) which was nmck by my department in 

1998.1 had been a contributing member of this committee. The mandate of the CRC was 

to evaluate the delivery of distance education courses offered through the department, and 

it aEorded me the opportunity to record the reflections and concerns of eight of my 

departmental coUeagues on the practice of distance education. 

1 also drew on 1 t workshops and professionai development activities relating to 

distance education which 1 attendeci fiom the of 1997 through to the end of 1999. 

Many of these focused on web course development but di had elements applicabie to a q  
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distance education course development and delivery. Among these workshops the one 

that most influenceci my thinking was Ian Muggendge's workshop on quality assurance 

(see Appendix A for a synopsis of this workshop). 

Finally, 1 compared my teaching practices to develop critical thinking in students 

with the practices and ideas of those m the field of adult education whose publications 1 

had read for a Literature review for rny Master of Adult Education degree. While doing this 

iiterature review, I was able to identify and assess the instructional methods for facilitating 

cntical thinking that are traderable to distance education courses. This work also 

provided background matenal for each category of focus in this case study. 

Findiqp of the Assessrnent 

Accordmg to the Curriculum Review Cornmittee of rny department, the readiigs 

for the "Anthropology and Sociology of Families" course were adequate in terms of 

textual complexity. In the CRC cornparison of the course with similar distance education 

courses offered through other Canadian universities, the selection of readings for this 

course were more up-todate and often more effectuai within the field. Sirnilarly, my 

course outlines met with ail of the cuniculurn review committee's recomrnended 

guidelines for a course outhe. 

Although there is a debate in the field of education over whether or not objectives 

reify the learning process, the CRC noted that it is essential to include course objectives in 

distance education courses because the points camot be made cclive." My course and unit 

objectives met wÏth all CRC directives. 
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Among the workshops 1 took, one was on leamhg styles. The issue of whether a 

course can meet the different leamhg styles of ali students is particularly difiEicult to 

address in distance education courses. One solution, however, is to institute variety in 

instructional techniques in order to meet al1 learner styles and cucumstances. 1 realized 

that a single instructional style could never meet aii of the leamhg objectives 1 had for my 

distance education students. Therefore, 1 concluded that one change to consider was how 

to incorporate more variety in instructional techniques in my distance education course. 

In pursuing différent instmctional styles in my iiterature review, I came across 

numerous descriptions of critical thinking exercises. 1 had used many of these exercises in 

the assignrnents I have set for students over my years of teaching though 1 had never 

expticitly recognized them as a means to stimulate critical thinking. These include an 

independent study cornponent (optional in the "Anthropology and Sociology of Families" 

course, but mandatory in my on-campus courses); designing hypotheses and research 

studies; and having students use personai reflections in their papers and analyses. In 

exarns, 1 have had students evaluate arguments use probabilistic thinking; use personal 

reflections; assume the other's perspectives, and work through variations of "anchored 

instruction." These various techniques were found in the works of Brookfield (1986, 

1990, 1992)' Ennis (1 993), Noms (1 999, Potts (1 998), and Underbakke et al. (1 993). 

Interaction has long b e n  deemed especiaily important in stimulating cntical 

thinking skills, and distance education courses have been considered especidy deficient in 

this area Through our CUmcuium Review C o d e e ,  one fàcuity member in my 

department urged that degrees obtained through distance education be distinguished from 



degrees completed on-campus precisely because students do not have an oppominity to 

discuss their work and general ideas with other students and facuity. Another faculty 

member dashed our hopes that a web course would rectify this situation. She described 

class participation in her web course discussion as foilows: 

Great Expectations re: communication with students are sadly misplaceci. In fact, 
students communicate (in a web course) in about the same proportion as they do in 
class. The majority sit silently by, and a minority, sometimes a very small minority, 
speak up. In this class, despite the 10% awarded for conference participation, and 
the questions 1 poa regularly. ..,only 3 out of the 15 students have participated to 
date.. (hahay through the semester). 

Partially in response to these problerns, my department recommends that 10% or less be 

given to class participation, not includir~g grades based on formal seminar presentations. 1 

have always adhered to this principle. 

Interestiagly, interaction provides a two-edged sword in teaching critical thinking 

skilis: One study in my literature review found that critical thinking is negatively related to 

peer support, but it is positively associated with instnictor-student interaction and 

discourse. Access to various on-line (Internet) sites and databases can promote interaction 

and collaboration in distance ducation, but this interaction is not synonymous with 

interactivity. Interactivity focuses on the ability of the technology to help in rraliring the 

course goals and objectives. Interaction is sa, at Ieast in part, dependent on teaching 

methods and styles. 

From these points, 1 decided to turn to a consideration of on-line activities as 

teaching tools. The facilitator of one of the workshops on web-based courses 1 attended 

distinguïshed between a complete web course and the use of the web to supplement 
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instruction, such as in correspondence courses where the web can be used for contact with 

and among students, to facilitate m e n t o ~ g ,  to enrich the course content, to expand on 

interactions and discussions for students. MWng traditional with alternate forms of 

evaluation of students was considered optimal in many of the workshops I attended and it 

would certainly work best for me in revising my distance education courses. Another 

workshop facilitator claimed that increasing demands on students to apply knowledge, 

problem-solve, think critically, work in teams, and communicate with each other demands 

a multi-dimensional approach to both teaching and evaluation. 

Evaluating whether or not students have learned aitical thinking skills is, at bat ,  

difficult-but as I learned in five of the workshops 1 attended, aeps to this end c m  be 

made once inaructon figure out what their intentions really are (Le., What do they expect 

of shidents? 1s the evaluation intended to be formative, diagnostic, surnmative, or 

punitive?) A teaching goals inventoiy can help with this. If the goal is to promote the 

learning of knowledge and facts, the focus is on teacher and content and the best form 

assessrnent is testing. If the goal is to develop skiils selfairected leaming can be 

incorporateci and portfolio evduation is very good (though extensive). If the goal is to 

develop understanding and awareness, discussion is a good method of evaluation, and if' 

changing attitudes is the goal, interaction with peers is necessary, though tllne-consuming 

and cornplicated to judge (Ennis, 1993; Fogarv and McTighe, 1993). 

Afier deciding on leaming goals and rationales, instnicton shouid find evaluation 

methods to rnatcb I had never formally done this before working on this case study but, 

again, 1 have informally acted on this principle throughout my teaching car=. Mer 



cons ide~g  what 1 wanted students to l e m  (see the definition of critical thinkllig in 

chapter l), 1 reviewed several methods of evaiuating critical thinking in the adult 

education literature, such as B d e  (1993), Biggs (1995), Ennis (19931, and Reif (19%). 1 

was aiready using most of those mentioned with regard to examinations, but those dealing 

with assignments became part ofwhat 1 worked through during the changes in this case 

nudy. 

From the standpoint of the Curriculum Review Cornmittee, my courses use 

acceptable evaluation methods and standards, going beyond objective testing to include a 

written format (short answer and short essay) plus "identifier" multiple choice and 

trudfalse questions. These identifier questions always amount to less than 30% of the 

exam, as mandated by my department and the Curriculum Review Cornmittee. 

Chan- Implementd 

Based on the needs assessments described above, I made changes to a number of 

aspects of my course, hcludhg the readings and sequence of readings, my instructions to 

students, the course manual, the leaming exercises, my methods of interacting with 

students, and how I evaluate students. This section details the changes made in each of 

these areas. 

to the Readiw 

On the b i s  of these evaluations, 1 decided to change the textbook from one that 

provides an overview of research in each topic ara to one that is a collection of specinc 

Canadian research studies. For about 50% of the course tirne, students are assigned one or 

two of the readings f?om this textbook for each week The corresponding units m the 
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course manual were rewritten to introduce these readings and placed thern in context of 

the wider research trends in the field. 1 was carefÙl to avoid summarinng the authon' 

hdings, opinions, and conclusions. My new plan for develophg more critical thinking and 

reflection in students was to have them read, understand, and summarize these midies. For 

the other haifof the course, they go on to compare this Canadian research with 

ethnograp hic research from around the world. 

By including the basics for each course in the manuai and h a h g  students read the 

articles and ethnographies in more detail, there are now more opportunities for them to 

critically apply and compare ideas. Robinson's (1994) directives on how to choose a text 

that is considerate of student difficulties provided an excellent guide for how to present 

these basic concepts in the manual. I used it as a checkiia to make sure that my new 

manual units were "considerate". 

A related change that I made was to eliminate the local anthology which so many 

students disliked and replace it with shorter, more varied articles on the Canadian and 

provincial experience of f d y .  

My next change was a key factor in facilitating critical thinking and reflection in 

students, though it seems imocuous enough. 1 restructured the course to redistribute the 

reading. Instead of having students revkw anthropological and ethnographic works and 

then go on to Cmdian research, 1 now have them begin with basic ternis, concepts, and 

theories in the first unit. The course then moves on to Canadian research on various sub- 

topics within the sociology of the famiy, which are interspersed with selections from two 

ethnographies and severai ethnographie articles. This d o m  students room to do cross- 
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cultural cornparisons and to focus on the two ethnographies in greater depth. There are 

now three books in the course instead of four. Students have to read each of these three 

much more carehliy and mitically. 

Fiding a balance between types of reading (cross-cultural vs. Canadian) was 

ditficult, and students argueci in favor of both in their evaluations. According to three 

student evaluations, the Canadian material is rather dry but most students liked it because 

it was easier to understand due to its familiarity. 1 saw a need to keep the cross-cultural 

material simply because it demands more critical thinking and analysis of other 

perspectives on family life from the students, and several students found these to be the 

more interesting aspects of the course to read. 

hanggs to Mv Instructions 

The needs assessments indicate that one of my strengths as a tacher is providing 

students with clea. and usefil instructions. However, as part of the changes for this case 

study, 1 enurnerateci the aspects of cleu instruction and methodically review the 

introduction of the "Aothropology and Sociology of Families" course manual, the self- 

tests, the answers to the sestests, and the memos 1 sent out to ensure that the directives 

were met. These directives included giving a holistic focus for the course in the 

introduction, articulating all expectations for activities and interactions in the memos and 

giving clear directives and examples in the assignments. Another directive was to show 

students the benefit of doing the activity. 1 then started to ensure that each assigrment is 

now accompanied by a short statement of what the student should leam by doing it. 1 
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provide necessary supports through the Listserv, mernos, and telephone conversations, as 

well as d u ~ g  teleconferences, which continuai through the last year of the study. 

1 have been ûying to accommodate Werent leaming styles in the assignments, but 

I do find it difncult because there are only so many options that 1 can offer students at any 

one tirne. Nevertheless, I have introduced more ways to provide students with practice 

(e.g., web discussions as well as self-tests) and feedback idormation. 

h w  to the Manual 

Because of the students' assessments, I was particularly caretùl to review each 

objective in the manuai revision on the basis of its clarity and its relevance to the reading 

and to my expectations of students. Aimost every objective was revised for these reasons 

or because they related to changes in the readings. 

Also on the basis of -dents' assessments, 1 added vinid organizers of particularly 

difficult concepts and theones (e.g., matrixes for comparative analyses of theones and of 

cross-cultural family forms, tabies delineating areas of a sub-field). I have also been 

working on visual presentations of statistics, which are introduced at this level in my 

course. The course always includes an overall chart of readings that many students have 

applauded over the years of my teaching because it has kept them "on track." However, 

on the basis of my literature review and the professional development workshops 1 

attended, I decided to avoid over-processing course materials by givhg students too many 

versions of the same ideas. Nevertheless, 1 find it f i c u l t  to draw a line between a coune 

that is over-processed and one that mets the needs of as rnany students as possible. This 
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difnculty was obvious in the £irst unit of my revised course rnanual, in which 1 went over 

the same concept in so many ways that one student cornplainecl of it being confusing. 

Chawes to the Learnin~ Esercisa 

One of the purposes of the course revisions for this case study was to identify ami 

use cnticaI thinking skilis in teacbg., which involves taking an inventory of those critical 

thinking skills 1 want to impart. I did this throughout the planning stages of this study and 

came up with the foilowing skills that 1 now dernand fiom the students: evaluation of 

sources and arguments; classifjmg and prioritizing; comparing and clari£jmg issues and 

events; drawing conclusions; and identifjmg assumptions and biases. 1 found that 1 also 

wanted to facilitate the creative thinking skills of visualking, generalilring, associating 

relationships, and dealing with ambiguity. The alternative evaiuation exercises, the self- 

tests, and the exam questions were a.U directeci to this end. 

1 revised my manual to have at least one assigrnent and one aspect of the rnanual 

that would appeal to leamers with al1 types of styles and that would fulfill at least part of 

the criticai thinking skiils inventory I had developed. The optional web discussion, the 

course Listsew, and various optional assignments that draw on different academic skills 

were ali intended to accommodate dXerent learning styles and to stimulate criticai 

thinking in students. For this reason, too, I began using other critical thinking exercises 

that I had not even considered as possibilities before. My diaance education students 

began engaghg in learning journals, caical incidents and evaluation exercises, in* and 

questionhg on the Listserv, and refiective essays. 
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1 aied severai other critical thinking exercises that 1 adapted fkom the professional 

development workshops sponsored by my university. For example, a presentation by our 

university iibrarians on the better use of library services through assignments led me to 

inaugurate an annotated bibtiography exercise and a database search (Le., both foms of a 

reading log) tor %t and second year students. In preparing to add a web discussion 

option to my courses, I attended several workshops where the idea of discourse was 

emphasized and where we were wamed to avoid giving marks for simple attendance in a 

group. Instead, we were advised to use groups for collaborative work or information 

gathering and then have individual students summarize and evaluate the material. These 

would then be marked separately. To give an example of how distance education research 

infom practice, 1 started working on this principle immediately in an on-campus course 1 

taught during the spring semester of 1999. There was a tirne delay in getting my web 

discussion component on-line and 1 wanted to work out the problems beforehand. 

My on-campus students had to attend three group discussions for which they were 

given a topic. Each had to prepare something to bring to the group beforehand and this 

had to be handed in at the end of the group session. They also had to write a paragraph on 

how th& group work augmented their individuai work and hand it in at the end of the 

session. 1 was extremely pleased with this exercise because it aiiowed group discussions to 

proceed without the "good" students being penalized for the " b a c  and the bad were 

obvious. More importantly, 1 saw a real improvement in student's writing and analytical 

skilis over the three discussion periods. 
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Writing exercises were particularly emphasized in the professional development 

workshops 1 attended that were sponsored by the universityys writing center and the 

university lirary. 1 learned of mch alternatives to longer t m  papers as shorter word 

joumals, one-minute summariesy muddiest points, and so on-none of which 1 had 

considered before. The word joumals exercise was particularly useful for me, both on- 

campus and in my "Anthropoiogy and Sociology of Families" course. 

Encouraging critical thinking in students is far fiom an insumuntable goal, as 

illustrated by exercises such as describeci above. Generally, students who did these 

exercises found them very valuable in terms of leaming how to nimmarize and reflect on a 

piece of academic wnting but one or two thought I was asking too much. They ail 

continued to complete the exercises to the end of term, possibly because they found 

themselves much better prepared for the exarns when they had completed these exercises. 

I sent out memos to students that described the various critical thinking exercises during 

the course as a way to keep them informeci of my expectations. 

1 am considering incorporating severd other exercises as part of the optional web 

evaluation for students, and as part of my "critical teaching strategiesy' bank. However, 

working through and evaluating each ofthese exercises takes at least a semester, so this 

will constitute my fûture on-going inquiry. 

h m  in Interaction 

From student respoases during this study, 1 reaiïzed that 1 had been facilitating the 

development of their cntical thinking skilis al i  dong. However, keeping the dilemma over 
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interaction in muid, and m g  to stimulate such interaction and discourse for this case 

study, 1 have undertaken f i e  initiatives: 

1. Most students who completed the summative evaluation questioMaires wanted 

more teleconference sessions to go over the material. In response to this, 1 had my 

teleconference time reinstated (it was cut 5 years ago during budget shortfalls). This 

worked very well as a tutorial for those students who attended-they ail wanted to 

continue with the second after havhg had the first: but there was ody a 10% attendance 

rate in the fia semester I did this. I continued the teleconferences into the f d  1999, when 

attendance went up to 25% of the class for the first teleconference but dropped again to 

15% for the second. During the winter semester of 2000, attendance rates were 12% and 

3% respectively, and 1 subsequently had to drop this avenue for budgetary reasons. 

Interestingly, for the final teleconference, 1 had about 20% of the class vowing to attend 

beforehand. When they did not show, they started emailing me the next day, asking me to 

type up a transcnpt and poa it to the Listserv. However, there were so few students who 

took advantage of the tutorial aspect of the session that there was Little to type up. 

2.1 inaugurated a Listserv for the course which has a better subscription rate of 

about 40% 50% of the class by midterm. These Listservs have worked extremely weli in 

keeping students in touch and in Pace with the course. My technique so Eu has been to let 

students emaii me a question and then to re-post it and the mers-without anythsng to 

identify the student-to the Listserv. Whether or not this is used for stimuiating acadernic 

questions depends on the students themselves. I do not want to set an intimidating 

standard for interaction Students have primarily used the Listserv for course 
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regarding the course matenais. When asked, they al l  agree that it is very helpfbi and many 

draw on the archives when studying. 1 am carefùl to label each message as specificaiiy as 

possible to ident* its content. 

3.  L instituted an optional Web-based assignment in the course during Winter 2000. 

When informally asked on the Listserv whether or not they would iike to see a chatroom 

or web option, most students responded that it would be an excellent addition. The web 

option now inchdes a chatroom and threaded discussions. Students are evaluated on the 

contrïbutions to the discussions, and they can use these as a study tool for the exam. I 

found that the students participating in this discussion did better, on average, than the 

class as a whole. Even the weakest contributors had improved in writing and analyticd 

style over the course of the semester, and mely did better on the exams than they would 

have without this exercise, judging tiom the earlier quality of their work. In future use of 

the web, 1 intend to have interested students use the on-Iine web facilities for a discussion 

of ideas, idormation-gathering and Iiirary research, expanding or narrowing a search, and 

the critical evaluation of sources. 

4. in my memos, emaïi activities, and teleconferencing, 1 foUow the ciirectives for 

personal and course commwiications with students that include (a) having students 

verbalize the problem-solving process during the on-line discussions and in the Liaserv. 

This increases student flexibility (transfdg the methods of cntic-1 thinking across 

disciplines) and student awareness (the ability to manitor one's own thinking processes, 

handle the material, and work within one's capability). The directives aiso involve @) role 
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discussion, synthesizing points, and weaving together student submissions into viable 

themes or threads for the course content. Setting the intellectual climate of the course is 

not left entirely to students: 1 believe instructors should provide leadership by submitting 

helpful critiques to students on their work, maintaining fiexibibiiity throughout the course, 

and encouraging student participation at every tum. 1 have attempted to practice these 

latter two dictums in the course Listsem, the teleconferences, and on the optional web 

discussion. It has worked very weU during those semesters when I had students who were 

not too shy or too womed to speak up. 

5 .  I also extended my outreach to shidents by leaming how to construct several 

web pages to outline my courses, provide web research links to students, and provide an 

email link to me. These can be found at an Intemet site Iisted under my course description. 

The first version of these web pages included various bits of information on my history 

and philosophy as a distance education teacher, which I later deleteci. 

As noted in the needs assessments, moa students cringe at the thought of negative 

fèedback but they can benefit enormously fiom constructive criticism. In this case study, 1 

leamed to distinguish between the two, and one of the course revisions is a new appendk 

to the manual which details how 1 evaluate student work, how students should regard and 

use my comments, and the most common writing problems that students encounter. 

As one element of my case study, 1 compared my markhg habits with the general 

regulations on evaluation in the university calendar and have found that 1 meet hem a& 
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having been immersed in this teaching for enough years that 1 have likely assimilateci the 

standards over the .  After looking at this, 1 reaiized that these regdations provide an 

interesting overview of the types of work required to get a specific grade, and 1 was 

encouraged by this to inchde a similar grading scheme in the appendix of the course 

manual. 

From my faculty assessments, 1 was encouraged to allow students room to 

negotiate a srnail part of their mark in order to give them a sense of greater control. 1 

began to do this in the Winter 2000 Web discussion by choosing the best 5 of 10 possible 

submissions to count towards a mark. When the more diligent of the 7 students 1 had 

doing this option asked to have it be given more weight, I agreed provided that they 

cornpiete all 10 submissions. 1 found that this was quite empowering for those who opted 

for it. 

In the curriculum review cornmittee work, 1 found that M a r  distance education 

courses at other institutions in Canada offered more assignments and a greater breakdown 

of marks to students than did my original course. However, 1 encountered some 

difliculties in considering this; when others have offered this course on campus at my 

institution, they have traditionaily only tested midents twice and students have come to 

expect this. In addition, 1 have found it dittcuit to assign more than two submissions dong 

with the exams due to the m a i n  and tum-around times and handling associateci with 

distance education courses. This was redressed in the on-line activities during the vinter 

semester, 2000 but, as noted above, not all students have access to the Web. Nevertheles, 

I am continuaily trying to -and the options to students. 
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Finally, 1 realized over the course of this study that I had been revising my testing 

to ask more analytical, comparative, and reflective questions as 1 read more extensively in 

my topic area. However, my students were not yet adequately prepared for this. As a 

direct r d t ,  one of the key revisions in the coune manuai was to include examples of 

such questions-and of their answers-in the new self- tests. 

Mv Observations and Reflections on Outcomeg 

At the time of writing this thesis (early s p ~ g ,  2000), my course is in the final 

stages of its ''first run" after the revisions. Overaii, students have responded very well to 

ail of the changes-and particularly to the optional Web discussion, improved instructions, 

new course sequencing, visual organizers, and the sesteas. Responses to the 

teleconference tutonais, however, have been rather abysmai. This seems to be as result of 

the greater accessability that my students now have to emaii and the fact that the new 

Listserv covers many student questions and problems on a day-to-day basis. The 

teleconferences wiii be discontinued afler this semester. 

Those midents with whom I regularly interact certainly seem better prepared for 

the various course evaluations, and their grades show steady improvement. The class 

average on prior midterms had always been in the 58 - 62% range, whereas it was 66% 

this semester. The average mark for Web discussion subrnissions has been 80%. 

There have been a few problems: Because one or two -dents found the initial 

articles in the textbook difiicuit, I went through the points in many different ways on the 

Listserv and in the teleconference. There was also a problem of over-processing Unit 1 of 

the coune manuai and a few unit objectives need f.trrther cladïcation, 
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The other problems that came up in the course of this case study hcluded the issue 

of giving snidents formal standards for what is to be achieved in the course. In 1999, I 

took part in a workshop fàciîitated by Dr. Ian Muggendge which deeply influenceci my 

reflections on my teaching practices (see Appendk A). 1 have found that 1 only managed 

to ciearly h0rm students of the formai standards for critical thinkuig when 1 was halfway 

through my study, having blindly grarped after this standard for so rnany years in my 

teaching. When rny definitions of critical thinking and of what I wanted nom students 

reaiiy became clear to me, 1 was better able to teach it, both on-campus and via 

correspondence, emd, and telecoderencing. Though 1, N e  most other university 

instructors, have always created my own standards for course production and delivery, 1 

found that turning to the adult education literature was an immense help in clarifjmg 

these. 

Another issue I had to contend with was that of using formai standards to evaiuate 

my own course. In the course of this case shidy, 1 womed that my own evaluation was 

becoming rather mechanical in that 1 was working up and through tables of revisions, 

questionnaires on critical thinking, and so on. However, 1 do feel that this process has 

ailowed me the oppomuiity to actuaily get the revisions done, in contnist to previous 

years when 1 simply had a vague idea of where 1 eventually wanted the course to be. 

Although my fomaiized standards seemed rather mechanistic, the study went far beyond 

what Muggeridge refmed to as the quantitative performance indicaton of quality 

assurance and cohtroi, such as numbers of students, fint destination of graduates, student- 

teacher ratios publications list of instnicton, and so forth. My emphasis was on the 
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quality of my teaching and of student outcomes. 1 looked at such qualitative indicators as 

my process of teaching, the inputs and outcomes, and the resources avaiiable throughout 

course delivery. In this, 1 was iduenced by Muggendge's emphasis that good 

performance indicaton must always be matched with the definitions of the standards of 

teachuig they should be meanirug. This case study was an attempt to realize such 

standards. 

The most pressing issues for quality assurance in distance education according to 

Muggendge is the need to plan comprehensively when constmaing distance education 

materiais. During this case study, I attempted to fiilfill the myriad of his prerequisites 

which included stakeholder analyses, identification of leaming/ training needs, good 

instructional design, strategies, and materials, and an attitudiid change fiom that of 

knowledge provider to knowledge facilitator. Throughout this process, however, 1 had a 

nagging thought that one of Muggeridge's pronouncements might be tnie: "In the end, 

you may be trying to measure something that is unmeasurable." 

1 feel confident that 1 have been successfûi in achieving ali my goals except that of 

changing the administrators' views of the collective responsibility of the institution to 

quality assurance and control of courses. This is literally beyond my control. However, an 

invaluable outcome of this process for me is that through ensuring the quality of the 

outcornes ofmy distance education teaching-my course manual and the output of 

midents' development of criticaI thinking skills-1 have effectively been concentrathg on 

the total quality management of my own processes and philosophy of teaching. 



Summary 

To briefiy recap, this chapter details how 1 used extensive needs analyses to 

evduate and revise my distance education course to better meet the needs of students and 

the department in which it is taught. 1 also revised it so that students would be encouraged 

to develop critical thinking skilis. 1 reviewed my methods for doing these needs analyses 

and their results, and then 1 described the changes 1 made to my course design in the areas 

of the readings, instructions, sequencing, course and unit objectives, visual organizers, 

Ieaming styles, criticai thinking exercises, identifjing and role modeling critical thinking, 

feedback, interaction, on-üne activities, and the evaluation of students. 

Looking back over the entire process of my study for this Master of Adult 

Education degree, I am stnick by the fact that I have drawn extensively on the principle of 

formative and qualitative course evaluation, even though it was intended as a means of 

revishg an already estabüshed course. 

The next chapter wili provide an evaluation of how weii the revisions measured up 

to the liteninire in adult education, my departmental and personai standards, and the 

possible iduence that my case study wiii have on the development of distance education 

delivery at my institution. 



CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND REXOMMENDATIONS 

From my research and case study, I have found that teaching critical thinkuig and 

critical reflection is both desirable and attainable in university distance education courses. 

My overall purpose was to examine what types of changes in a distance course are usefbl 

in helping students to develop their critical thinking skiiis. 1 discuss the changes 1 made 

with an emphasis on the issue of instructional design versus constmct~sm. ûther 

objectives I had were to develop my own professional roles and to ensure that students 

had the opportunity to develop their mitical thinking and reflective skiils. I discuss these 

two outcornes in the second and third section of this chapter. Finaily, 1 draw conclusions 

from the case study and offer several recommendations that may be of interest to other 

adult educaton working within a university distance education context. 

My Redesign of the Coume and the Issue of Construetivism Venus Instructionai 
Design 

The focus of my case study-detemiining how to change rny distance education 

courses to beaer facilitate critical thking and reflection in -dents-began with the 

question of whether constmctivism is a better approach to course developrnent than 

traditional instructional design. Constnictivism is a trend in the adult education literature 

and was reflected in workshops I did fiom 1997 to 2000. My initial goal in this case study 

was to change my practice tiom what 1 considered to be a primarily instruction-based 

paradigm, developed through instnictiooal design principles, to a student-centered 

paradigm based on constructivist principles. At the outset, 1 betieved that critical thinking 
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skills could not be tau@ otherwise. However, after reviewing the various aspects of each 

paradigm in my literature review and reflecting on why I draw fiom one or the other at 

various times in my study, 1 realize that I have never focused on one at the expense of the 

other. 1 now believe that both approaches are usefüi in good adult education practice and 

in the production of distance ducation courses where midents leam critical thinking and 

critical reflection skills. 

The redesign of the "Anthropology and Sociology of Families" course 

incorporates elements of both the instruction-based and the student-centered paradigrns, 

as describeci by Barr and Tagg (1995). I tried to meet such constructivist goals as 

establishg a basis of success for diverse students and creating wider access to the coune 

and its ideas. 1 have aiso tried to adopt other aspects of the student-centered constnrctivist 

paradigm by incorporating a holistic focus as the introduction to the course; assisting with 

leamhg environments; accepting Merent leamhg experiences; and specifLing the 

leamhg results for mdents (Barr & Tagg). However, 1 found that nich practicalities as 

institutional demands also led to my preserving some elements of the instruction design 

model, such as a modular approach, a scheduled semester, closely covering the materiai, 

teacher-directed leamhg objectives, end-of-course assessment, and grading. 

1 also found that conducting a needs assessment was an integrai part ofthe 

instructional design process because it facilitated planning and was consistent with my 

coastmctMa incIinations. Foliowing C h e  and Seibert ' s (1 993) and CatEirella7s ( 1 994) 

models of needs assessments, I engaged in an extensive planning, data gathe~g,  and 

andytical process ofneeds assessment. The planning stage mvohed the hc t iond  aspects 
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of setting goals and criteria for assessment and the use of data, researching the topic 

throughiy, assembling a guidance group to keep the assessment on track, identifjing data 

sources, and designhg the questionnaires. This was aiso a constructivist process which "is 

organic, developmental, reflective, and coilaborative," according to Wfis ( 1995, p. 12). 

M y  pianning proceeded quire siowiy through mountms of work and paper, despite 

knowing what 1 wanted to leam from the design and how 1 wanted to change as a 

tacher. For exarnple, I compiied eight sources of evaluation and needs assessments, only 

to h d  that I d l  had to categorize, tabulate, and m e r  summarize them before 1 could 

extract a set of guidelines for revising my course. M e r  the needs assessment data were 

collected, the fuial step was its analysis, including a compilation in the forrn of a written 

report. At each stage, the planning developed organically out of pnor processes. 

Part of my needs assessments included the use of my own tacit knowledge as an 

educator which I record4 in a series of leaming joumals, as recommended by Pearce 

(1995). The use of a journal worked extremely weU in my situation. The journal entries 

constituted constnictivist, qualitative data for my case study. Throughout my needs 

assessments, 1 have sVnilarly used many of the techniques of evaiuation WdLis (1995) 

recommended for constnictivist planning, including "informa1 interviews, observations, 

user logs, focus groups, expert critique, and verbai student feedback" (p. 12). 

As in Pearce's (1 995) observations on the instructional design tradition, 1 found 

that my needs assessments had a functional aspect in that they constituted a contextual 

basis for the content and process of my teaching (Le., teaching what is necessary). The 
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needs assessments also had an e m p o w e ~ g  (constructivist) aspect where both my students 

and myself as an educator were given a voice in what should be taught. 

Pearce (1995) poses the question of whether needs assessments are necessary in ali 

circurnstances, given professional and institutional demands and the tacit knowledge of 

practitioners. This is a valid point for those practitioners who are confident that their 

knowledge about what needs to be done is adequate. However, it is one that can be too 

eauly assumed when there is a lack of t h e  or resources to conduct a proper needs 

assesment. 1 agree with Wodkowski (1 999) who advocates that learners' needs 

assessments take place in a context where careful consideration is given to both the goals 

and needs of lemers-and of departments-within a "redistic understanding of the 

leamers' goals, perspectives, and expectations for what is being learned" (p. 35). 

The actual changes i made to the course were infonned by more constnictivist 

principles than I had previously used. in the changes to the readings in the course, 1 

switchd fiom a textbook to a coiiection of articles in the field and provideci overviews of 

each sub-area in the coune manual. Students then had to engage with the materials on a 

deeper level than sirnply reading and memoriting. They were now expected to apply 

concepts and find patterns in the specific articles for each unit and, hopefully, begin to 

engage in a "discourse" with the course ideas, an engagement advocated by Jder (1990) 

and Robinson (1994). 

Another important change related to the course readings was in restruchiring the 

course so that instead of having students review anthropological and ethnographie works 

and then go on to Canadian research. 1 now have them altematmg between the two. From 
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this sequence, 1 have students practicing the skill of cross-cultural cornparison and they are 

focusing on the two assigned ethnographies in greater depth. They are reading l e s  than 

they did before the changes, but much more carefbîiy and cnticaily. The changes were 

designeci with the intention of giving students the context of the field and opportunities to 

rehearse and practice their newly developing knowledge and skiiis, as advocated by 

constructivists Burge and Roberts (1998) and instructional designer Dick (1995). 

Changes to the course objectives were particularly important in this case study. 1 

had previously been developing mine on an unsystematic basis without a clear sense of 

what 1 wanted students to actually do with the material they were studying. The process of 

writing course objectives is a mainstay of instructional design, according to Dick (1995) 

and Jegede et al. (1995). In my case study, the course objectives were improved by 

constructivist research and by focusing on lemers' needs. When reviewing and revising 

each of my objectives for each unit of the course, 1 was conscious of Farr and Schaefer's 

(1993) directives on carefiiiiy matching objectives to teaching methods, media, and goals. 

In mie constructivist fàshion, I aiso found that improving and revishg course objectives is 

a continuai process. Willis (1995) notes that this process is refined with teaching 

expenence and uicreasing exposure to the material. 

Another change that was influenced by constnictivia p~c ip les  was the idea of 

creating an inventory of the critical thinking skills that 1 wanted students to develop and 

then using these to develop exercises and alternative assignments within the course (Ennis, 

1993; Fogarty & McTighe, 1993). As Underbakke, Borg, and Peterson (1 993) and 

Brookfield (1990) advise, my fi.rst step was to clearly artidate these slalls for students so 
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that they understand the ultimate goal for each activity. 1 began doing this each semester in 

the various memos and Listserv notices 1 sent out to students. 1 also constructed a bank of 

various assignments that appeai to students with dflerent leaming styles. 1 now variously 

oEer these to students as alternative evaluative tracks within the course, as recommended 

by James and Gardner ( 1995 j. These assignments are tied to the course matenal but oser 

students more opportunities for reflecting on their own and the authors' ideas, as 

advocated by Evans et al. (1993). Severai are based on adaptations 1 made to convert in- 

class assignments to a distance education format. These include Brookfield's (1 995) 

learning jounials exercises, critical conversations, and evaluations; Davis' (1993) word 

journais exercise, one minute essays, and muddiest points questions (the latter two are 

used in a web discussion); and Baziiiion and Braun's (1992) concept of database searches 

and annotatecf bib iiograp hies. 

One problem that occurred during (and because of) my work on the case study 

was that I began setting new questions that demanded more critical thinking fiom my then 

cunent students. 1 feu into the trap identified by instructional designers Dick (1995) and 

Schiernan (1990)-of assuming that midents were adequately prepared when, in fact, 1 had 

not yet given them the proper supports with which to practice. 1 did let students know that 

I use unit objectives when making up exams and that these objectives were designed to 

reflect my vision of criticai thinking skfls. However, students won pointed out the same 

auth that James and Gardiner (1995), and Berge (1996) had: that they needed samples as 

weli as the objectives to &ect them to thuik cntically. This became one of the key 

changes I made in the revisions to my course. 
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In answer to the question of whether constructivisrn is preferable to industrial 

design, in the production of my distance education courses I found that trends are not 

necessarily of value simply because they are new and Werent. This is not to discount the 

intrinsic value of the constructivist approach and the leamhg paradigm, but 1 have found 

that there is still educational value in the instructional design approach to teaching. For 

example, -dents cannot begin to think critically or reflectively without clear directives as 

to what the course objectives are and instructional design is indispensable in ensuring this. 

1 have tried to glean the best of both models, but after reading Willis (1995)' and Barr and 

Tagg (1995), I reaiized how much of a behaviounst I am in relying on educational 

objectives to define my leaming7 both sequentially and mentally. On the one hand, 1 feel 

more secure with a aep-by-step process, as do my students. On the other hand, 1 also 

know how artificid objectives can be and how chaotic is the leaming process. In the next 

section, 1 tum to my own leanllng experiences dunng this degree. 

My Role of Eogaging in Criticai Reflectioo as a Distance Educator 

During this case study, 1 have become more critically reflective in my teaching 

practice and 1 feel that 1 have developed more accommodative, divergent, and convergent 

thinking skills. For example, the convergent skiil of experimenting with new ideas and 

ways of thinking and doing (James & Gardiner, 1995) was used throughout my study, but 

especiaily in constmcting and using the assignment bank mentioned above. in these 

asignments, 1 trïed to follow Wim's (1993) directives to teach tramfierable skas and to 

maintain flaoibility so that leamers could construct their own l&g situations to 

whatever extent possible. I wanted to role mode1 critical thking skiils (Larisey, 1994), 



and part of this was accomplished through these exercises and the feedback 1 gave 

students in the course of this case study. I had never consciously thought of these elements 

of teaching pnor to this study. My own aitical thinking and reflective capacities 

broadened considerably during this case study as 1 developed the habit keeping a journal 

of my professional development-an aspect of the reflective process that is recommended 

by Brooffield (1995), Modra (1989), and Smythe (1989) . 

My accommodative skilis were honed with my attempts to ùicrease 

communications in hopes of facilitating more critical thinking and reflection in my 

students. For example, 1 continually tried out diEerent methods of communications such 

as emd, teleconferencing, a web discussion, and a Listserv. My -dents reported that 

they found these quite beneficial. Along with accommodating their needs for increased 

communication., 1 found that increased interactivity provides oppormnities for discourse, 

which enhances students' leaming mitical thinking and reflection skiils (Burge & Roberts, 

1998; Cyrs, 1997; Juler, 1990; Lahey, 1996; Wagner, 1997). It can also provide exercises 

for those students who need to leam in the affeçtive mode (James & Gardiner, 1 995). 

Fhally, in using more communications methods I found myself becorning much more 

critically reflective and my teaching routine has evolved to include my own explicit 

evaluation, as recommended by Brookfield (1995) and Daloz (1999). For example, instead 

of simp1y using the teleconference as an upscale c'telephone," 1 began measuring 

attendance and student performance during and after each telecoderence to determine 

how usefid they were. When 1 compareci student interaction within the teleconferences to 

that within the Listserv for the course, 1 found that discussion was mch more elevated 
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and interesting when it occurred live, but attendance at the teleconferences was sketchy at 

best. 

Wider communications with my distance education students aüowed me to 

develop such divergent s W s  as being sensitive to people's feelings and values and 

listeniag to them with an open mind. Personalinng instruction is important in distance 

education courses where students often feel marginalized and it is essential to establishing 

a good foundation for discourse between students and students and students and teachers, 

which is crucial in teaching critical thking and reflection as noted above (Haughey, 199 1; 

Evans et al., 1993). 

PersonaIized instruction additionally allows the tacher greater insight into the 

conditions distance education students work under (Burge & Roberts, 1998; Baiocco & 

DeWaters, 1998). At one point in my case study, 1 was perplexeci when one of my better 

students did not make it to a teleconference and did not sign on to the Listserv for the 

course in the fd1 of 1999 until she remindeci me @y telephone) of how inaccessible these 

technologies still are to many distance education students. As Keast (1998) found in his 

survey, many distance education students either desire or feel a need to study through 

cornputerized communications but do not have the proper equiprnent or access to do so. 

This is one of the prhary reasons why 1 believe it is important to offer alternative tracks 

of study within a distance education courre while rnaintaiiiing the overail goal, which, in 

my case, is enhancing aitical thinking and reflection skills in students. 

As previously noted, the ultimate purpose of developing accommodative, 

divergent, and convergent thinking skills was to adopt constructivist principles of teaching 
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and educational design. In reflecting on these, 1 found that my own process of leamhg 

how to teach was, indeed, constructivist in many ways. 

To reiterate Willis' (1995) point on consmictivist theory, redesign and revision 

must be expected throughout course design, which is ultimately "recursive, non-linear, and 

sometimes chaotic" (p. 12). This was somewhat of a reiiefto discover, because 1 felt 

embarrassed that my design and organizatiod abilities rnight be inferior when my tim 

efforts at revision were not aiways received by students as anticipateci-for example, the 

teleconferences noted above. 

The recursive aspects ofmy own leaming occurred often when I noted ideas that 1 

have had before and had let slip into oblivion. Two examples of this came up during my 

course revisions foi this case midy. For the 10 years of my teaching up to that point, 

"Anthropology and Sociology of Families" students have been lobbying for a more 

bbbaianced" reading Ioad-in both their conversations and sumrnative evaluation 

questionnaires of the course. Despite this, 1 have always neglected to do anything to re- 

balance the course when revision tirne came around. Instead, 1 usually focused on 

academic content. One of the final revisions to my course, then, was to reduce the overd 

reading load to ensure that students would have t h e  to reflect on what they rad.  This is a 

aecessary preliminary step in setting the conditions for facilitating critical thinking and 

reflection, as noted by Nation (1989), Evans et al. (1993), and Potts (1998). 

The second example of my recurske leaming occurred when I realized that I have 

always been a constructivist teacher when developing course objectives. Prior to this case 

study, the objectives were usually added in or changed during course design and were 
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clarifieci with increasing use. Willis (1995) points out that, in constmctivism, "Objectives 

emerge fiom design and development work" (p. 12) rather than acting as a guide for 

development. My study involved amending old and constmchng new learning objectives 

as the revisions were refined and implemented. 

Further to ths, my own educational objectives for this degree were tempered by 

experience and such ckcumstances as when I realized that student goals were far different 

from my own. 1 had initiaily despaired that I could never truly foliow in the footsteps of 

Coady ( 1967) and Freire (1 978) in promoting critical thinking and reflection among adult 

leamers as an avenue to social transformation on the cornmunity level. When I was 

reminded that many students (myself included) are enroiied in university courses for career 

purposes rather than for those ioftier goals, 1 was better able to see how I could play a 

role by prornoting critical thinking and reflection as tools for ùidividual empowerment and 

transformation. As Habermas ( 1970, 19751, Mezirow (199 1,1 W6), and Shor (1 980) 

proposed, this, in itself, is a crucial first sep in ensuring the possibility of social 

consciousness and transformation (though it does not guarantee it). 

Another of my educational objectives that has been tempered by my work on this 

case study is that of improving my own critical thinking and reflectivity in my professional 

actMties as a tacher. 1 had initiaiiy pictured this as simply leamhg how to teach critical 

thinking, but I now realize that teachuig is (or should be) a continual leaming process 

(Brookfield, 1986; CaffareIIa, 1994; Veila, 1994). My students have benefitted nom this 

as weil. Whüe working on this degree, 1 was continually remindeci of an anonyrnous East 
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Indian proverb, "To l e m  ftom one who is leaming is to drink from a running stream." 1 

feel that my role as a teacher has been reeeshed and enlivened. 

How the Course Changes Have Affected My Studeats 

Throughout the case study, my focus was on irnproving the leamhg of the 

students in rny distance education course. Thus, during the study, 1 evaluated the results of 

the methods I adopted for the students and considered how weU current concepts about 

learning have been realited. 1 was able to do this fiom the beginning of the study, though I 

do acknowledge that more work needs to be done in thiç area My focus was more on 

course production and teaching methods that facilitate critical thinking and reflection in 

students than on the evaluation of these methods. However, 1 did three assessments of 

how much 1 was aiready p u h g  my critical thinking goals into practice before 1 made any 

changes to the coune. For example, 1 had already been asking students to compare 

cultures, apply ideas, and evaluate theories in the exams. My most prepared and critical 

thinking midents always told me that my exams were aiready good in terms of covering 

the material and challenging the student to thuik. Moreover, rny exams fit both Ennis 

(1993), and Cross and Steadman's (1996) critena for testing critical thioking. Even my 

not-so-weil-prepared -dents usuaily agreed that the exarns were fiür. However, pnor to 

this case study, my preparatory exercises for the exams did littie more than direct students 

to my expectations. M e r  my research, 1 now deliberately S o m  students ofwhy they 

should do the various exercises I set, and my assignments have becorne rnuch better 

stnictured and relevant for teaching the academic sküls relateci to critical thinking that 

students d need later in their professionai weers. 
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Both my on-campus and distance -dents responded quite well to assignments 

that stimulateci critical and reflective thinking skills, particulariy the word jounials, the 

reflective essays and the data base bibliography and annotations exercises that 1 had 

adapted £tom Davis (1993), Brookfield (1986), and from a few workshops 1 attendecl in 

1998. Students doing these exercises commented on how they really had to think through 

the materiai and leam how to focus on a point. They declared that they had engaged in 

critical thinking and were better prepared for the exams. 1 afso noted rnarked 

improvements among students who submitted these exercises in stages: Most did "A" 

level work by the time of their final submissions. These findings support the point that 

incorporating exercises in critical thinking and reflection is an important precursor to 

student success in university courses (Lewis & Smith, 1993; Franklin, 1995; Terenzini et 

al., 1995). 

Despite the benefits students realized in doing the optional assignments that were 

expressly designed for prornoting criticai thinking, 1 found that only about 10% of those 

in my classes were wilhg to do them I was reminded of Caffiirelia's (1994) point that 

"individual, organizational, and community ideas for what is needed or wmted are not 

always in sync" (p. 70). I found this to be especiaüy true when 1 compared my midents' 

needs assessments, which rarely identifiecl instruction in critical thinking and reflection as a 

need, with the needs for such instruction voiced by my coleagues. Students' priorities 

were on more practical problems, such as receiving timely feedback fkom Uistnicton. This 

is kely due to a combination of factors such as course overload and M y  or work 

contmitments, for which distance education students are famous, and a lack of knowledge 
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and training in these styles of thinking. Like Modra (1989) and Thompson (1990), I had 

an occasionai student who would actually object to any exercise that demandeci critical 

thinking skills or reflection. Nevertheles, as Wolcott (1995) points out, despite this lack 

of interest in developing criticai thinking and reflection skills, 1 believe many students wiil 

judge a course boring or of h i e  value when there are tèw demands for critical and 

reflective thinkuig. aven  this and the results of my own case study, an interesting research 

question for future consideration might be whether or not distance education students 

would be better equipped to develop or benefit from critical thinking s a s  if allowed 

greater levels of interaction with theû insrniaors or with their peers, such as in 

computerized communications. 

The quality and overail grades of student work in my classes have sigdcantly 

irnproved since 1 have made the course changes. However, in the two semesters before the 

reading load was reduced as a course change, I noticed that my ctass size had been 

declining. This may have been because students were opting for less chailenging courses. 1 

suspect that the fauit was mine, however, because I was premaîurely demanding more 

critical thinking and reflection from students without adequately preparing them. As noted 

above, advocates of both instructionai design and constructivism wam that adequate 

preliminary preparation is essentid ifstudents are to Ieam &om any process (Berge, 1996; 

Dick, 1995; Schienan, 1990). On top of this premature demand, 1 had assigned a fairly 

heavy reading load. Once the load Lightened and the sequence of ieaming became more 

clearly established in the course, students were better able to concentrate. My class size 

has returned to normal by the d e r  semester of 2000. 
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Recommendations and Conciusions 

B a d  on my case study and conclusions, 1 recommend that univenity distance 

educaton seeking to revise their courses should begin by reviewing adult education 

principles and practices that can S o m  their revision process. Working on this case study 

has Bordai me the opportunity to vuly understand how essential adult education 

principles are in university teaching. My review was excellent in detemiining course 

production, teaching, course delivery, and evaluation methods for my work. In addition, 1 

intend to use aduit education principles to promote attitudinal change among my students 

and colleagues-from viewing the instnictor as knowledge provider to viewing her or him 

as a knowledge facilitator. Unfortunately, nich changes spread slowly and gradually, for 

while individuai attitudes are flexible, the institutional views of teaching are far more 

ingrained. 

My second recornrnendation to distance educators preparing to revise their courses 

is to e s t  look at what they have aiready tacitly done in their courses to accomplish the 

goals they have identifieci. Overaii, 1 have found that much of what 1 had been vaguely 

struggling towards over the time leading up to-and planning-this case study was always 

partidy in place. The study dowed me to r eke  my own goals and teachhg practices. 

My third recommendation to distance educators in the revision process is to do an 

extensive needs analyms using a variety of stakeholders and formative evaluations. 

Looking at one group alone &es a very partial impression of what needs to be done. 

Instead, educators should consider the needs and missions of their institution and balance 

the purposes of students, insbucton, and the institution to arrive at their own denved 
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process of ensuring the quality of thek teachhg effons. Formative evaiuations, though not 

quantifiable, offer rich material on which to base such an endeavor. In my case study, the 

methodical needs analysis led to a formaikation of my pracàces as a tacher and to the 

articulation of how each of several areas of concern are instnimental in promoting the 

development of critical thinking in students. The needs analysis also provided me with 

standards and a fhmework to ensure that my expectations of students were realized in my 

course, instead of being put aside for a more convenient tirne. 1 am confident that students 

who do my revised "Anthropology and Sociology of Families" course by correspondence 

will be encourageci to develop more appropriate critical thinking skilis, and that they will 

find that the revised course's design feahires will augment their distance education 

experience. 

However, I have to acknowledge a srnd caveat when prornoting such an extensive 

needs andysis in universiîy departments: Such an undertaking might be too time- 

consuming and costly for many distance educators. For this reason, 1 advocate that 

distance educators engage in needs anaiysis to whatever extent they can, as well as take 

advantage of the training and practice in adult education offered at their institutions. 

Instructional designers are always ready and willing to help out with services and with 

professional development workshops and activities. 

My fourth recommendation for distance educaton contempia~g course revisions 

is that they remember that teactiiag goes beyond assignments and tests. In the case of 

distance education, course materials convey ways of thinking as weîî as content and 

should be carefbily constructeci to this end. Communicati011~ methods and technologies are 
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very imporiant. Contrary to the traditionai lecturing method used in univenities around 

the world, distance education teachers must extend their reach and incorporate new 

teaching practices and methods as technologies and stakeholders' expectations change. 

We must weigh each of these carefully in view of what our intendeci outcomes are for 

students and whether these new variations uphold our standards for ourselves and our 

students. Everytbg m o t  be wholeheartedly incorporated or rejected out of hand 

without this carefùi consideration. 

From this my fifth recommendation is that distance educators resist the temptation 

to adopt new trends and diswd older methods without carefùl consideration. h rny 

experience, 1 found that a blend of new constructivist with older instructional design 

methods worked best. In addition, educators should be careh1 about incorporating partial 

or untesteci revisions before students are M y  prepared. One's enthusiasm for the revisions 

cari sometimes overshadow common sense. 

Finaily, I recommend that distance educators, and al1 other adult educators, 

consider course development and revision as a continual and on-going element of the 

teaching process. In dohg this case study, 1 have experienced a significant learning 

process which involves a continuous cycle of setting standards, implementing them, 

comparing the results against the standards, planning improvement, and taking action to 

implemem new changes. Now, at the end of this cycle, 1 find myselfbeginning to go 

around it once more. 
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SYNOPSIS OF A WORKSHOP ENTITLED UQUALïW ASSURANCE IN OPEN 

AND DISTANCE EDUCATION 

As noted in chapter 3, my evaiuations of myselfand my course were greatly 

influencecl by Dr. Ian Muggeridge. On November 4, 1999,I attended his workshop, 

"Quality Assurance in Open and Distance Education" in which he proposed that the issues 

of quality assurance (avoiding faults) and quaiity control (removing faults) are two 

components of an essentiaily continuous process of total quality management within 

distance education. Muggeridge messed the need for distance educators to conthually 

update, assess, and revise their courses using formai standards. Standards are as important 

as they are difficult to define and agree upon within a university setting. 

As Muggeridge pointed out, the advantages of using formal standards are obvious: 

They provide (a) a fiamework for quaiity control; @) a h e w o r k  for carrying out 

procedures; (c) extemal reference points; that ailow (d) cornparisons of each activity with 

policies; and they are (e) useful when evaluating activities. The limitations of fomalized 

standards are the same as those that occur when applying any industrial procedure, such as 

instructional design, to an essentidly t hought-evo king process: Standards then becorne 

mechanistic, leading to what Muggendge c d s  a "checklist culture3' where evaiuation 

becornes static. 

To overcome this problem, Muggeridge points out that quality control should be an 

institutional process, rather than one sirnply Ieft up to the individuaL It should be developed 
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within the particular institution's context of teaching and learning. Participants in this 

process have to consider the needs and missions of th& institution, and the balance 

between the purposes of students, insauctors, and the i n s t i o n ,  to arrive at a specific 

procedure of quality management. 




